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TO THE PRINTER

WE have issued so many specimen books and have written so many prefaces during the last 45 years that we might be excused and even applauded for omitting entirely the Foreword. But there are a few notable things about this book which makes it so different from any other ever issued that they are worth talking about:

It is devoted entirely to Type, Borders and Ornaments. It is strictly a TYPOGRAPHICAL BOOK.

It shows only Modern Type—type to be used today—contains no obsolete or doubtful faces. Every series is what the Printer needs, uses and wants—NOW.

It shows Point set, Point line, and Point body type.

Every face is made of our SUPERIOR COPPER-MIXED METAL.

It shows whole families of type—complete handsome families of various branches and styles—the kind the Printers like to buy, and that help to make printing an art.

It shows type of which every face, style, font and letter is uniformly deep cut—by reason of which fact it prints clearer and lasts longer than any other made. Deep counters are expensive, but they spell G-O-O-D T-Y-P-E.

There are enough (not too many) faces displayed, enough brass rule effects given, enough color used, enough ornaments and borders employed to illustrate and suggest the uses of these articles without over-doing the subject.

A very complete line of Accents can be furnished for every face in this book.

The paper is of good quality, but not so superfine that it makes the contents appear better than they are likely to appear in regular use.

The Italics shown in this book, sizes 24 Point and larger, are supported from foot to face by being cast in our offset mold and therefore cannot break off on press or in the stereotyping process.

This book is compact and handy; searching for a face or a family, you will easily and quickly find it; looking for the book you will find it in its natural place, right by your elbow.

It is essentially a Modern Handy Book of Preferred Faces.

We send it to you with the hope and expectation that it will enable you to do more and better work with greater pleasure and profit. May its mission be fulfilled!

BARNHART BROTHERS & SPINDLER.
WE MANUFACTURE

Superior Copper-Mixed Body and Job Type
Weight Fonts of Job Type at first class prices
Borders and Ornaments
Combination Borders
Brass Rule and Brass Rule Specialties
Brass and Copper Thin Spaces
All-Brass Galleys, Complete Line
All-Brass News Sticks
Brass Type Line Gauges
Electric-Welded Steel Chases, Job, Cylinder and Stereotype
Leads, Slugs and Metal Furniture

Cast-Iron Furniture ("The Kind with the Hump")
Electrotype Cuts and Headings, Date Lines, etc.
Steel Equipment for Printing Offices
Steel Clothes Lockers
Form Racks and Trucks
Imposing Surfaces, Semi-Steel
Bookbinders' Lettering Pallets
Linotype and Monotype Metal Furnaces
All-Steel Tableting Presses
Auxiliary Grippers for Job Presses
Job Press Brakes
Type High Guages and Quoin Keys
Printing is the art of producing impressions, from characters or figures, on paper or any other substance. There are several distinct branches of this important art:—the printing of books with movable types, the printing of engraved copper and steel plates, and the taking of impressions from stone, called lithography. We have now to describe the printing of books or sheets with movable types, generally called letter-press printing, and which may undoubtedly be esteemed the greatest of all human inventions. The art of printing dates from comparatively modern origin, only four hundred years having elapsed since the first book was issued from the press; yet we have proofs that the principles upon which it was ultimately developed existed among the ancient Assyrian nations. Entire and indented bricks of the famed city and tower of Babylon have been found stamped with various symbolic figures and hieroglyphic characters. In this, however, as in any similar relic of antiquity, the object which stamped the figures was in one block or piece, and could therefore be employed only for one distinct subject. This, though a kind of printing, was totally useless for the propagation of literature, on account both of its inconvenience and idleness. The Chinese are the only existing people who still pursue this rude mode of printing by stamping paper with blocks of wood. The work which they intend to have printed is, in the first place, carefully written upon sheets of thin transparent paper, each of these sheets is then cut, with the face downwards, upon a thin dry plate.
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Printing is the art of producing impressions, from characters or figures, on paper or any other substance. There are several distinct branches of this important art:—the printing of books with movable types, the printing of engraved copper and steel plates, and the taking of impressions from stone, called lithography. We have now to describe the printing of books or sheets with movable types, generally called letter-press printing, and which may undoubtedly be esteemed the greatest of all human inventions. The art of printing dates from comparatively modern origin, only four hundred years having elapsed since the first book was issued from the press; yet we have proofs that the principles upon which it was ultimately developed existed among the ancient Assyrian nations. Entire and indented bricks of the famed city and tower of Babylon have been found stamped with various symbolic figures and hieroglyphic characters. In this, however, as in any similar relic of antiquity, the object which stamped the figures was in one block or piece, and could therefore be employed only for one distinct subject. This, though a kind of printing, was totally useless for the propagation of literature, on account both of its inconvenience and idleness. The Chinese are the only existing people who still pursue this rude mode of printing by stamping paper with blocks of wood. The work which they intend to have printed is, in the first place, carefully written upon sheets of thin transparent paper, each of these sheets is then cut, with the face downwards, upon a thin dry plate.
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Printing is the art of producing impressions, from characters or figures, on paper or any other substance. There are several distinct branches of this important art:—the printing of books with movable types, the printing of engraved copper and steel plates, and the taking of impressions from stone, called lithography. We have now to describe the printing of books or sheets with movable types, generally called letter-press printing, and which may undoubtedly be esteemed the greatest of all human inventions. The art of printing dates from comparatively modern origin, only four hundred years having elapsed since the first book was issued from the press; yet we have proofs that the principles upon which it was ultimately developed existed among the ancient Assyrian nations. Entire and indented bricks of the famed city and tower of Babylon have been found stamped with various symbolic figures and hieroglyphic characters. In this, however, as in any similar relic of antiquity, the object which stamped the figures was in one block or piece, and could therefore be employed only for one distinct subject. This, though a kind of printing, was totally useless for the propagation of literature, on account both of its inconvenience and idleness. The Chinese are the only existing people who still pursue this rude mode of printing by stamping paper with blocks of wood. The work which they intend to have printed is, in the first place, carefully written upon sheets of thin transparent paper, each of these sheets is then cut, with the face downwards, upon a thin dry plate.
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Printing is the art of producing impressions, from characters or figures, on paper or any other substance. There are several distinct branches of this important art:—the printing of books with movable types, the printing of engraved copper and steel plates, and the taking of impressions from stone, called lithography. We have now to describe the printing of books or sheets with movable types, generally called letter-press printing, and which may undoubtedly be esteemed the greatest of all human inventions. The art of printing dates from comparatively modern origin, only four hundred years having elapsed since the first book was issued from the press; yet we have proofs that the principles upon which it was ultimately developed existed among the ancient Assyrian nations. Entire and indented bricks of the famed city and tower of Babylon have been found stamped with various symbolic figures and hieroglyphic characters. In this, however, as in any similar relic of antiquity, the object which stamped the figures was in one block or piece, and could therefore be employed only for one distinct subject. This, though a kind of printing, was totally useless for the propagation of literature, on account both of its inconvenience and idleness. The Chinese are the only existing people who still pursue this rude mode of printing by stamping paper with blocks of wood. The work which they intend to have printed is, in the first place, carefully written upon sheets of thin transparent paper, each of these sheets is then cut, with the face downwards, upon a thin dry plate.
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The Steuben Count

Vol. XVI.

HOUR COST COMPOSITION

PRODUCTION MORE EXPENSIVE THAN MACHINE MANUFACTURERS CLAIM.

In six large cities the hour cost is $1.60, and twelve small cities show no decrease.

Up to a year or so ago, no one knew anything of the cost of machine composition, and the only figures given out regarding cost of production were those carefully worked out for the benefit of the trade and duly published. A recent bulletin of the Printing Exceptional Club of Chicago has collated a vast amount of information regarding the cost of production in every department of printing, including linotype and monotype composition. The Machine Composition Club of Chicago has also succeeded in adapting the Standard Cost System to the needs of its members and has thus secured some valuable data on the cost of production of every type of machine.

From a comparison of reliable data received from city plants and from country offices, we find that the cost of linotype composition does not vary much in different cities, while it does

GREENWOOD, SEPTEMBER, 19

DONATING VALUABLE NEWSPAPER

GIVING AWAY THAT WHICH HE MUST SELL TILL LIVES ARE DEAR TO THE PUBLISHER.

Advertising publicity is what a paper has to sell. It is as much a commodity marketed with a price in a dry goods store. Yet, if advertising is all that a newspaper has to sell, much as a necktie has no competition in asking that an advertisement be given them by a newspaper, that thought does not even enter the heads that every inch of space so
9 Point Roman No. 64.

Printing is the art of producing impressions, from characters or figures, on paper or any other substance. There are several distinct branches of this important art—as the printing of books with movable types, the printing of engraved copper and steel plates, and the taking of impressions from stone, called lithography. We have now to describe the printing of books or sheets with movable types, generally called letter-press printing, and which may undoubtedly be esteemed the greatest of all human inventions. The art of printing is of comparatively modern origin, only four hundred years having elapsed since the first book was issued from the press; yet we have proofs that the principles upon which it was ultimately developed existed among the ancient Assyrian nations. Entire and undecayed bricks of the famed city and tower of Babylon have been found stamped with various symbolic figures and hieroglyphic characters. In this, however, as in any similar relic of antiquity, the object which stamped the figures was in one block or lower case alphabet, a to z, 151 ems.
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Printing is the art of producing impressions, from characters or figures, on paper or any other substance. There are several distinct branches of this important art—as the printing of books with movable types, the printing of engraved copper and steel plates, and the taking of impressions from stone, called lithography. We have now to describe the printing of books or sheets with movable types, generally called letter-press printing, and which may undoubtedly be esteemed the greatest of all human inventions. The art of printing is of comparatively modern origin, only four hundred years having elapsed since the first book was issued from the press; yet we have proofs that the principles upon which it was ultimately developed existed among the ancient Assyrian nations. Entire and undecayed bricks of lower case alphabet, a to z, 151 ems.
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Printing is the art of producing impressions, from characters or figures, on paper or any other substance. There are several distinct branches of this important art—as the printing of books with movable types, the printing of engraved copper and steel plates, and the taking of impressions from stone, called lithography. We have now to describe the printing of books or sheets with movable types, generally called letter-press printing, and which may undoubtedly be esteemed the greatest of all human inventions. The art of printing is of comparatively modern origin, only four hundred years having elapsed since the first book was issued from the press; yet we have proofs that the principles upon which it was ultimately developed existed among the ancient Assyrian nations. Entire and undecayed bricks of lower case alphabet, a to z, 151 ems.
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Printing is the art of producing impressions, from characters or figures, on paper or any other substance. There are several distinct branches of this important art—as the printing of books with movable types, the printing of engraved copper and steel plates, and the taking of impressions from stone, called lithography. We have now to describe the printing of books or sheets with movable types, generally called letter-press printing, and which may undoubtedly be esteemed the greatest of all human inventions. The art of printing is of comparatively modern origin, only four hundred years having elapsed since the first book was issued from the press; yet we have proofs that the principles upon which it was ultimately developed existed among the ancient Assyrian nations. Entire and undecayed bricks of lower case alphabet, a to z, 151 ems.
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PRINTING is the art of producing impressions, from characters or figures, on paper or any other substance. There are several distinct branches of this important art—as the printing of books with movable types, the printing of engraved copper and steel plates, and the taking of impressions from stone, called lithographing. We have now to describe the printing of books or sheets with movable types, generally called letter-press printing, and which may undoubtedly be esteemed the greatest of all human inventions. The art of printing is of comparatively modern origin, only four hundred years having elapsed since the first book was issued from the press; yet we have proofs that the principles upon which it was ultimately developed existed among the ancient Assyrian nations. Entire and undecayed bricks of the famed city and tower of Babylon have been found stamped with various symbolic figures and hieroglyphic characters. In this, however, as in any similar relic of antiquity, the object which stamped the figures was in one block or piece, and could therefore be employed only for one distinct subject. This, though a kind of printing, was totally useless for the propagation of ideas.
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PRINTING is the art of producing impressions, from characters or figures, on paper or any other substance. There are several distinct branches of this important art—as the printing of books with movable types, the printing of engraved copper and steel plates, and the taking of impressions from stone, called lithography. We have now to describe the printing of books or sheets with movable types, generally called letter-press printing, and which may undoubtedly be esteemed the greatest of all human inventions. The art of printing is of comparatively modern origin, only four hundred years having elapsed since the first book was issued from the press; yet we have proofs that the principles upon which it was ultimately developed existed among the ancient Assyrian nations. Entire and undecayed bricks of the famed city and tower of Babylon have been found stamped with various symbolic figures and hieroglyphic characters. In this, however, as in any similar relic of antiquity, the object which stamped the figures was in one block or piece, and could therefore be employed only for one distinct subject. This, though a kind of printing, was totally useless for the propagation of literature, on account both of its expensiveness and tediousness. The Chinese are the only existing people who still pursue this rude mode of printing by stamping paper with blocks of wood. The work which they intend to have printed is, in the first place, carefully written upon sheets of thin transparent paper; each of these sheets is glued, with the face downwards, upon a thin tablet of hard wood and the engraver then, with proper instruments, cuts away the wood in all those parts on which nothing is traced, thus leaving the transmitted characters in relief, and ready for printing. In this way, as many tablets are necessary as there are written pages. No press is used, but when the ink is laid on and the paper carefully placed above it, a brush is passed over it.
PRINTING is the art of producing impressions, from characters or figures, on paper or any other substance. There are several distinct branches of this important art—as the printing of books with movable types, the printing of engraved copper and steel plates, and the taking of impressions from stone, called lithographing. We have now to describe the printing of books or sheets with movable types, generally called letter-press printing, and which may undoubtedly be esteemed the greatest of all human inventions. The art of printing is of comparatively modern origin, only four hundred years having elapsed since the first book was issued from the press; yet we have proofs that the principles upon which it was ultimately developed existed among the ancient Assyrian nations. Entire and undecayed bricks of the famed city and tower of Babylon have been found stamped with various symbolic figures and hieroglyphic characters. In this, however, as in any similar relic of antiquity, the object which stamped the figures was in one block or piece, and could therefore be employed only for one distinct subject. This, though a kind of printing, was totally useless for the propagation of literature, on account both of its expensiveness and tediousness. The Chinese are the only existing people who still pursue this rude mode of printing by stamping paper with blocks of wood. The work which they intend to have printed is, in the first place, carefully written upon sheets of thin, transparent paper; each of these sheets is glued, with the face downwards, upon a thin tablet of hard wood, and the engraver then, with proper instruments, cuts away the wood in all those parts on which nothing is traced, thus leaving the transcribed characters in relief, and ready for printing. In this way, as many tablets are necessary as there are written pages. No press is used, but when the ink is laid on and the paper carefully placed above it, a brush is passed over with the proper degree of pressure.
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**6 POINT AUTHORS Roman.**

Printing is the art of producing impressions, from characters or figures, on paper or any other substance. There are several distinct branches of this important art—as the printing of books with movable types, the printing of engraved copper and steel plates, and the taking of impressions from stone, called lithography. We have now to describe the printing of books or sheets with movable types, generally called letter-press printing, and which may be understood to be embraced the greatest of all human inventions. The art of printing is comparatively modern origin, only four hundred years having elapsed since the first book was issued from the press; yet we have proofs that the principle on which it was ultimately developed existed among the ancient Assyrian nations. Entire and undecayed bricks of the famed city and tower of Babylon have been found stamped with various symbolic figures and hieroglyphic characters. This, however, is as in any similar relic of antiquity, the object which stamped the figures was in one block or piece, and could therefore be employed only for one distinct subject. This, though a kind of printing, was totally useless for the propagation of literature, on account both of its expensiveness and tediousness. The Chinese are the only existing people who still pursue this rude mode of printing by stamping paper with blocks of wood. The work which they intend to have printed is, in the first place, carefully written upon sheets of this transparent paper; each of these sheets is glued, with the face downwards, upon a thin tablet of hard wood, and the engraver then, with proper instruments, cuts away the wood in all those parts on which nothing is traced, thus leaving the transcribed characters in relief, and ready for printing. In this way, as many tablets are necessary as there are written pages. No press is used; but when the ink is laid on and the paper carefully placed upon it, a brush is passed over with the proper degree of pressure. A similar kind of printing by blocks, for the production of playing cards and rude pictures of escorial subjects, was in use in Europe towards the end of the fourteenth century. But in all this there was little merit. The great
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**The Raleigh Rec.**

**Vol. XVII.**

**RALEIGH, NOVEMBER, 1912.**

**THE BUYER’S LIABILITY.**

**OUR BRIGHT AMATEUR JOURNAL**

**THE SELLER REMOVED FROM LOSS OR DAMAGE ON SHIPMENT OF GOODS.**

Transportation companies are fair in adjusting losses—some hints to correct procedure.

Goods properly addressed upon order are sold when proof of shipments in form of attested memoranda can be shown, all liability of the shipper legally ceases; and

outright the full value. This, in instance of damage at point of delivery, is the only course which will insure freedom from loss. Transportation contracts are so framed that carriers are relieved from liability if the consignee receipt for goods in condition, even though it afterward develops they are not in good condition. Consignees may receive goods in damaged condition, if they note such damage upon the receipt, and have legal recourse. But attempt to collect is likely to result in exasperating and costly delay.

In the case of boxed goods which may have been roughly handled as to break them without leaving evidence upon the outside of the package, the only safe way

**lower case alphabet:**
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The first amateur newspaper was issued in 1804, and now there are 201.

Delegates to the National Amateur Association, which closed its thirtieth annual convention August 10, 1912 on a boat trip down the harbor as guests of the city of Boston. They entertained at the home of Mr. and Charles A. Parmer, 35 Wisconsin St Philadelphia.

Interest in amateur journalism has been revived in the last few years, most approaching that of the 70s,
Printing is the art of producing impressions, from characters or figures, on paper or any other substance. There are several distinct branches of this important art—as the printing of books with movable types, the printing of engraved copper and steel plates, and the taking of impressions from stone, called lithographing. We have now to describe the printing of books or sheets with movable types, generally called letter-press printing, and which may undoubtedly be esteemed the greatest of all human inventions. The art of printing is of comparatively modern origin, only four hundred years having elapsed since the first book was issued from the press; yet we have proofs that the principles upon which it was ultimately developed existed among the ancient Assyrian nations. Entire and undecayed bricks of the famed city and tower of Babylon have been found stamped with various symbolic figures and hieroglyphic characters. In this, however, as in any similar relic of antiquity, the object which stamped the figures
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PRINTING is the art of producing impressions from characters or figures, on paper or any other substance. There are several distinct branches of this important art—as the printing of books with movable types, the printing of engraved copper and steel plates, and the taking of impressions from stone, called lithographing. We have now to describe the printing of books or sheets with movable types generally called letter-press printing, and which may undoubtedly be esteemed the greatest of all human inventions. The art of printing is of comparatively modern origin, only four hundred years having elapsed since the first book was issued from the press; yet we have proofs that the principles upon which it was ultimately developed existed among the ancient Assyrian nations. Entire and
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6 POINT CARLON OLD ROMAN.

Printing is the art of producing impressions, from characters or figures, on paper or any other substance. There are several distinct branches of this important art—as the printing of books with movable types, the printing of engraved copper and steel plates, and the taking of impressions from stone, called lithographing. We have now to describe the printing of books or sheets with movable types, generally called letter-press printing, and which may undoubtedly be esteemed the greatest of all human inventions. The art of printing is of comparatively modern origin, only four hundred years having elapsed since the first book was issued from the press; yet we have proofs that the principles upon which it was ultimately developed existed among the ancient Assyrian nations. Entire and undecayed bricks of the famed city and tower of Babylon have been found stamped with various symbolic figures and hieroglyphic characters. In this, however, as in any similar relic of antiquity, the object which stamped the figures was in one block or piece, and could therefore be employed only for one distinct subject. This, though a kind of printing, was totally useless for the propagation of literature, on account both of its expensiveness and tediousness. The Chinese are the only people who still pursue this rude mode of printing by stamping paper with blocks of wood. The work which they intend to have printed is, in the first place, carefully written upon sheets of thin transparent paper; each of these sheets is dried, with the face downwards, upon a thin tablet of hard wood, and the engraver then, with proper instruments, cuts away the wood in all those parts on which nothing is traced, thus leaving the transcribed characters in relief, and ready for printing. In this way, as many tablets are necessary as there are written pages. No press is used; but when the ink is laid on and the paper carefully placed above it, a brush is passed over with the proper degree of pressure. A similar kind of printing by blocks, for the production of Lower case alphabet, a to e, x, x, 1/16 ems.
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8 POINT CARLON OLD ROMAN.

Printing is the art of producing impressions, from characters or figures, on paper or any other substance. There are several distinct branches of this important art—as the printing of books with movable types, the printing of engraved copper and steel plates, and the taking of impressions from stone, called lithographing. We have now to describe the printing of books or sheets with movable types, generally called letter-press printing, and which may undoubtedly be esteemed the greatest of all human inventions. The art of printing is of comparatively modern origin, only four hundred years having elapsed since the first book was issued from the press; yet we have proofs that the principles upon which it was ultimately developed existed among the ancient Assyrian nations. Entire and undecayed bricks of the famed city and tower of Babylon have been found stamped with various symbolic figures and hieroglyphic characters. In this, however, as in any similar relic of antiquity, the object which stamped the figures was in one block or piece, and could therefore be employed only for one distinct subject. This, though a kind of printing, was totally useless for the propagation of literature, on account both of its expensiveness and tediousness. The Chinese
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Printing is the art of producing impressions, from characters or figures, on paper or any other substance. There are several distinct branches of this important art—as the printing of books with movable types, the printing of engraved copper and steel plates, and the taking of impressions from stone, called lithographing. We have now to describe the printing of books or sheets with movable types, generally called letter-press printing, and which may undoubtedly be esteemed the greatest of all human inventions. The art of printing is of comparatively modern origin, only four hundred years having elapsed since the first book was issued from the press; yet we have proofs that the principles upon which it was ultimately developed existed among the ancient Assyrian nations. Entire and undecayed bricks of the famed city and tower of Babylon have been found stamped with various symbolic figures and hieroglyphic characters. In this, however, as in any similar relic of antiquity, the object which stamped the figures was in one block or piece, and could therefore be employed only for one distinct subject. This, though a kind of printing, was totally useless for the propagation of literature, on account both of its expensiveness and tediousness. The Chinese
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Printing is the art of producing impressions from characters or figures, on paper or any other substance. There are several distinct branches of this important art—as the printing of books with movable types, the printing of engraved copper and steel plates, and the taking of impressions from stone, called lithographing. We have now to describe the printing of books or sheets with movable types, generally called letter-press printing, and which may undoubtedly be esteemed the greatest of all human inventions. The art of printing is of comparatively modern origin, only four hundred years having elapsed since the first book was issued from the press; yet we have proofs that the principles upon which it was ultimately developed existed among the ancient Assyrian nations. Entire and undecayed bricks of the famed city and tower of Babylon have been found stamped with various symbolic figures and hieroglyphic characters. In this, however, as in any similar relic of antiquity, the object which stamped the figures was in one block or piece, and could therefore be employed only for one distinct subject. This, though a kind of printing, was
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PRINTING is the art of producing impressions, from characters or figures, on paper or any other substance. There are several distinct branches of this important art—as the printing of books with movable types, the printing of engraved copper and steel plates, and the taking of impressions from stone, called lithography. We have now to describe the printing of books or sheets with movable types, generally called letter-press printing, and which may undoubtedly be esteemed the greatest of all human inventions. The art of printing is of comparatively modern origin, only four hundred years having elapsed since the first book was issued from the press; yet we have proofs that the principles upon which it was ultimately developed existed among the ancient Assyrian nations. Entire and undecayed bricks of
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PRINTING is the art of producing impressions, from characters or figures, on paper or any other substance. There are several distinct branches of this important art—as the printing of books with movable types, the printing of engraved copper and steel plates, and the taking of impressions from stone, called lithography. We have now to describe the printing of books or sheets with movable types, generally called letter-press printing, and which may undoubtedly be esteemed the greatest of all human inventions. The art of printing is of comparatively modern origin, only four hundred years having elapsed since the first book was issued from the press; yet we have proofs that the principles upon which it was ultimately developed existed among the ancient Assyrian nations. Entire and undecayed bricks of the famed city and tower of Babylon have been found stamped with various symbolic figures and hieroglyphic characters. In this, however, as in any similar relic of antiquity, the object which stamped the figures was in one block or piece, and could therefore be employed only for one distinct subject. This, though a kind of printing, was totally useless for the propagation of literature, on account both of its expensiveness and tediousness. The Chinese are the only existing people who still preserve this rude mode of printing by stamping paper with blocks of wood. The work which they intend to have printed is, in the first place, carefully written upon sheets of thin transparent paper; each of these sheets is glued, with the face downwards, upon a thin tablet of hard wood, and the engraver then, with proper instruments, cuts away the wood in all those parts on which nothing is traced, thus leaving the transcribed characters in relief, and ready for printing. In this way, as many tablets are necessary as there are written pages. No press is used; but when the ink is laid on, and the paper carefully placed above it, a brush is passed over with the proper degree of pressure. A similar kind of printing by blocks, for the production of playing cards and rude pictures of sculptured subjects, was in use in Europe towards the end of the fourteenth century. But in all this there was but little merit. The great discovery was that of forming every letter or character of the alphabet separately, as to be capable of rearrangement, and forming in succession the pages of a work, thereby avoiding the interminable labor of cutting new blocks of types for every page. The credit of the discovery of this simple yet marvelous art is centered by the Dutch, in favor of Lawrence Coster, and the Germans, on behalf of Johann Gutenberg, of the Gutenberg family. In all probability, the discovery was made almost simultaneously—such is the way being consistent with the general mental progress of the period, and the secrecy with which both inventors at first maintained respecting their secret. The types first employed were of wood, but soon the practice of casting them in metal was introduced. The earliest
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PRINTING is the art of producing impressions, from characters or figures, on paper or any other substance. There are several distinct branches of this important art—as the printing of books with movable types, the printing of engraved copper and steel plates, and the taking of impressions from stone, called lithography. We have now to describe the printing of books or sheets with movable types, generally called letter-press printing, and which may undoubtedly be esteemed the greatest of all human inventions. The art of printing is of comparatively modern origin, only four hundred years having elapsed since the first book was issued from the press; yet we have proofs that the principles upon which it was ultimately developed existed among the ancient Assyrian nations. Entire and undecayed bricks of the famed city and tower of Babylon have been found stamped with various symbolic figures and hieroglyphic characters. In this, however, as in any similar relic of antiquity, the object which stamped the figures was in one block or piece, and could therefore be employed only for one distinct subject. This, though a kind of printing, was totally useless for the propagation of literature, on account both of its expensiveness and tediousness. The Chinese are the only existing people who still preserve this rude mode of printing by stamping paper with blocks of wood. The work which they intend to have printed is, in the first place, carefully written upon sheets of thin transparent paper; each of these sheets is glued, with the face downwards, upon a thin tablet of hard wood, and the engraver then, with proper instruments, cuts away the wood in all those parts on which nothing is traced, thus leaving the transcribed characters in relief, and ready for printing. In this way, as many tablets are necessary as there are written pages. No press is used; but when the ink is laid on, and the paper carefully placed above it, a brush is passed over with the proper degree of pressure. A similar kind of printing by blocks, for the production of playing cards and rude pictures of sculptured subjects, was in use in Europe towards the end of the fourteenth century. But in all this there was but little merit. The great discovery was that of forming every letter or character of the alphabet separately, as to be capable of rearrangement, and forming in succession the pages of a work, thereby avoiding the interminable labor of cutting new blocks of types for every page. The credit of the discovery of this simple yet marvelous art is centered by the Dutch, in favor of Lawrence Coster, and the Germans, on behalf of Johann Gutenberg, of the Gutenberg family. In all probability, the discovery was made almost simultaneously—such is the way being consistent with the general mental progress of the period, and the secrecy with which both inventors at first maintained respecting their secret. The types first employed were of wood, but soon the practice of casting them in metal was introduced. The earliest
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PRINTING is the art of producing impressions, from characters or figures, on paper or any other substance. There are several distinct branches of this important art—as the printing of books with movable types, the printing of engraved copper and steel plates, and the taking of impressions from stone, called lithography. We have now to describe the printing of books or sheets with movable types, generally called letter-press printing, and which may undoubtedly be esteemed the greatest of all human inventions. The art of printing is of comparatively modern origin, only four hundred years having elapsed since the first book was issued from the press; yet we have proofs that the principles upon which it was ultimately developed existed among the ancient Assyrian nations. Entire and undecayed bricks of the famed city and tower of Babylon have been found stamped with various symbolic figures and hieroglyphic characters. In this, however, as in any similar relic of antiquity, the object which stamped the figures was in one block or piece, and could therefore be employed only for one distinct subject. This, though a kind of printing, was totally useless for the propagation of literature, on account both of its expensiveness and tediousness. The Chinese are the only existing people who still preserve this rude mode of printing by stamping paper with blocks of wood. The work which they intend to have printed is, in the first place, carefully written upon sheets of thin transparent paper; each of these sheets is glued, with the face downwards, upon a thin tablet of hard wood, and the engraver then, with proper instruments, cuts away the wood in all those parts on which nothing is traced, thus leaving the transcribed characters in relief, and ready for printing. In this way, as many tablets are necessary as there are written pages. No press is used; but when the ink is laid on, and the paper carefully placed above it, a brush is passed over with the proper degree of pressure. A similar kind of printing by blocks, for the production of playing cards and rude pictures of sculptured subjects, was in use in Europe towards the end of the fourteenth century. But in all this there was but little merit. The great discovery was that of forming every letter or character of the alphabet separately, as to be capable of rearrangement, and forming in succession the pages of a work, thereby avoiding the interminable labor of cutting new blocks of types for every page. The credit of the discovery of this simple yet marvelous art is centered by the Dutch, in favor of Lawrence Coster, and the Germans, on behalf of Johann Gutenberg, of the Gutenberg family. In all probability, the discovery was made almost simultaneously—such is the way being consistent with the general mental progress of the period, and the secrecy with which both inventors at first maintained respecting their secret. The types first employed were of wood, but soon the practice of casting them in metal was introduced. The earliest
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Printing is the art of producing impressions, from characters or figures, on paper or any other substance. There are several distinct branches of this important art—as the printing of books with movable types, the printing of engraved copper and steel plates, and the taking of impressions from stone, called lithographing. We have now to describe the printing of books or sheets with movable types, generally called letter-press printing, and which may undoubtedly be esteemed the greatest of all human inventions. The art of printing is of comparatively modern origin, only four hundred years having elapsed since the first book was issued from the press; yet we have proofs that the principles upon which it was ultimately developed existed among the ancient Assyrian nations. Entire and un decayed bricks of the famed city and tower of Babylon have been found stamped with various symbolic figures and hieroglyphic characters. In this, however, as in any similar relic of antiquity, the object which stamped the figures was in one block or piece, and could therefore be
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10 Point Authors Old Style

Printing is the art of producing impressions, from characters or figures, on paper or any other substance. There are several distinct branches of this important art—as the printing of books with movable types, the printing of engraved copper and steel plates, and the taking of impressions from stone, called lithographing. We have now to describe the printing of books or sheets with movable types, generally called letter-press printing, and which may undoubtedly be esteemed the greatest of all human inventions. The art of printing is of comparatively modern origin, only four hundred years having elapsed since the first book was issued from the press; yet we have proofs that the principles upon which it was ultimately developed existed among the ancient Assyrian nations. Entire and un decayed bricks of the famed city and tower of Babylon have been found stamped with various symbolic figures and hieroglyphic characters. In this, however, as in any similar relic of antiquity, the object which stamped the figures was in one block or piece, and could therefore be
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Printing is the art of producing impressions, from characters or figures, on paper or any other substance. There are several distinct branches of this important art—as the printing of books with movable types, the printing of engraved copper and steel plates, and the taking of impressions from stone, called lithographing. We have now to describe the printing of books or sheets with movable types, generally called letter-press printing, and which may undoubtedly be esteemed the greatest of all human inventions. The art of printing is of comparatively modern origin, only four hundred years having elapsed since the first book was issued from the press; yet we have proofs that the principles upon which it was ultimately developed.
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PRINTING is the art of producing impressions, from characters or figures, on paper or any other substance. There are several distinct branches of this important art—as the printing of books with movable types, the printing of engraved copper and steel plates, and the taking of impressions from stone, called lithography. We have now to describe the printing of books or sheets with movable types, generally called letter-press printing, and which may undoubtedly be esteemed the greatest of all human inventions. The art of printing is of comparatively modern origin, only four hundred years having elapsed since the first book was issued from the press; yet we have proofs that the principles upon which it was ultimately developed existed among the ancient Assyrian nations. Entire and undecayed bricks of the famed city and tower of Babylon have been found stamped with various symbolic figures and hieroglyphic characters. In this, however, as in any similar relic of antiquity, the object which stamped the figures was in one block or piece, and could therefore be employed only for one distinct subject. This, though a kind of printing, was totally useless for the propagation of literature, on account both of its expensiveness and tediousness. The Chinese are the only existing people who still pursue this rude mode of printing by stamping paper with blocks of wood. The work which they intend to have printed is, in the first place, accurately written upon sheets of thin transparent paper; each of these sheets is glued, with the face downwards, upon a wooden plate, which is then printed with a wooden block, and the impression thus obtained is transferred to the paper. This we may describe as a rude kind of printing by blocks, for the production of playing cards and rude pictures of sculptured subjects, Lower case alphabet, 5 to 9, 1/2 in. Lower case alphabet, 5 to 9, 1/2 in. ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 1234567890 ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 1234567890
9 Point Old Style No. 50.

Printing is the art of producing impressions, from characters or figures, on paper or any other substance. There are several distinct branches of this important art—as the printing of books with movable types, the printing of engraved copper and steel plates, and the taking of impressions from stone, called lithography. We have now to describe the printing of books or sheets with movable types, generally called letter-press printing, and which may undoubtedly be esteemed the greatest of all human inventions. The art of printing is of comparatively modern origin, only four hundred years having elapsed since the first book was issued from the press; yet we have proofs that the principles upon which it was ultimately developed existed among the ancient Assyrian nations. Entire and undecayed bricks of the famed city and tower of Babylon have been found stamped with various symbolic figures and hieroglyphic characters. In this, however, as in any similar relic of antiquity, the object which stamped the figures was in one block or piece, and could therefore be employed only for one.
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10 Point Old Style No. 50.

Printing is the art of producing impressions, from characters or figures, on paper or any other substance. There are several distinct branches of this important art—as the printing of books with movable types, the printing of engraved copper and steel plates, and the taking of impressions from stone, called lithography. We have now to describe the printing of books or sheets with movable types, generally called letter-press printing, and which may undoubtedly be esteemed the greatest of all human inventions. The art of printing is of comparatively modern origin, only four hundred years having elapsed since the first book was issued from the press; yet we have proof that the principles upon which it was ultimately developed existed among the ancient Assyrian nations. Entire and undecayed bricks of the famed
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11 Point Old Style No. 50.

Printing is the art of producing impressions, from characters or figures, on paper or any other substance. There are several distinct branches of this important art—as the printing of books with movable types, the printing of engraved copper and steel plates, and the taking of impressions from stone, called lithography. We have now to describe the printing of books or sheets with movable types, generally called letter-press printing, and which may undoubtedly be esteemed the greatest of all human inventions. The art of printing is of comparatively modern origin, only four hundred years having elapsed since the first book was issued from the press; yet we have proofs that the principles upon which it was ultimately developed existed among the ancient Assyrian nations.
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12 Point Old Style No. 50.

Printing is the art of producing impressions, from characters or figures, on paper or any other substance. There are several distinct branches of this important art—as the printing of books with movable types, the printing of engraved copper and steel plates, and the taking of impressions from stone, called lithography. We have now to describe the printing of books or sheets with movable types, generally called letter-press printing, and which may undoubtedly be esteemed the greatest of all human inventions. The art of printing is of comparatively modern origin, only four hundred years having elapsed since the first book was issued from the press; yet we have proofs that the principles upon which it was ultimately developed existed among the ancient Assyrian nations.
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PRINTING is the art of producing impressions, from characters or figures, on paper or any other substance. There are several distinct branches of this important art—as the printing of books with movable types, the printing of engraved copper and steel plates, and the taking of impressions from stone, called lithography. We have now to describe the printing of books or sheets with movable types, generally called letter-press printing, and which may undoubtedly be esteemed the greatest of all human inventions. The art of printing is of comparatively modern origin, only four hundred years having elapsed since the first book was issued from the press; yet we have proofs that the principles upon which it was ultimately developed existed among the ancient Assyrian nations. Entire and undecayed bricks of the famed city and tower of Babylon have been found stamped with various symbolic figures and hieroglyphic characters. In this, however, as in any similar relic of antiquity, the object which stamped the figures was in one block or piece, and could therefore be employed only for one distinct subject. This, though a kind of printing, was to-
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PRINTING is the art of producing impressions, from characters or figures, on paper or any other substance. There are several distinct branches of this important art—as the printing of books with movable types, the printing of engraved copper and steel plates, and the taking of impressions from stone, called lithography. We have now to describe the printing of books or sheets with movable types, generally called letter-press printing, and which may undoubtedly be esteemed the greatest of all human inventions. The art of printing is of comparatively modern origin, only four hundred years having elapsed since the first book was issued from the press; yet we have proofs that the principles upon which it was ultimately developed existed among the
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6 Point Old Style No. 90.

Printing is the art of producing impressions, from characters or figures, on paper or any other substance. There are several distinct branches of this important art—as the printing of books with movable types, the printing of engraved copper and steel plates, and the taking of impressions from stone, called lithographing. We have now to describe the printing of books or sheets with movable types, generally called letter-press printing, and which may undoubtedly be esteemed the greatest of all human inventions. The art of printing is of comparatively modern origin, only four hundred years having elapsed since the first book was issued from the press; yet we have proofs that the principles upon which it was ultimately developed existed among the ancient Assyrian nations. Entire and undecayed bricks of the famed city and tower of Babylon have been found stamped with various symbolic figures and hieroglyphic characters. In this, however, as in any similar relic of antiquity, the object which stamped the figures was in one block or piece, and could therefore be employed only for one distinct subject. This, though a kind of printing, was totally useless for the propagation of literature, in account both of its expensiveness and lowness. The Chinese are the only existing people who still pursue this rude mode of printing by stamming paper with blocks of wood. The work which they intend to have printed is, in the first place, carefully written upon sheets of thin transparent paper; each of these sheets is glued, with the face downwards, upon a thin tablet of hard wood, and the engraver then, with proper instruments cuts away the wood in all those parts on which nothing is traced, thus leaving the transcribed characters in relief, and ready for printing. In this way, as many tablets are necessary as there are written pages. No press is used; but when the ink is laid on and the paper carefully placed above it, a brush is passed over with the proper degree of pressure. A similar kind of printing by blocks, for the production of playing cards and rude pictures or scripture.
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9 Point Old Style No. 90.

Printing is the art of producing impressions, from characters or figures, on paper or any other substance. There are several distinct branches of this important art—as the printing of books with movable types, the printing of engraved copper and steel plates, and the taking of impressions from stone, called lithographing. We have now to describe the printing of books or sheets with movable types, generally called letter-press printing, and which may undoubtedly be esteemed the greatest of all human inventions. The art of printing is of comparatively modern origin, only four hundred years having elapsed since the first book was issued from the press; yet we have proofs that the principles upon which it was ultimately developed existed among the ancient Assyrian nations. Entire and undecayed bricks of the famed city and tower of Babylon have been found stamped with various symbolic figures and hieroglyphic characters. In this, however, as in any similar relic of antiquity, the object which stamped the figures was in one block or piece, and could therefore be employed only for one distinct subject. This, though a kind of printing, was totally useless for the propagation of literature, in account both
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8 Point Old Style No. 90.

Printing is the art of producing impressions, from characters or figures, on paper or any other substance. There are several distinct branches of this important art—as the printing of books with movable types, the printing of engraved copper and steel plates, and the taking of impressions from stone, called lithographing. We have now to describe the printing of books or sheets with movable types, generally called letter-press printing, and which may undoubtedly be esteemed the greatest of all human inventions. The art of printing is of comparatively modern origin, only four hundred years having elapsed since the first book was issued from the press; yet we have proofs that the principles upon which it was ultimately developed existed among the ancient Assyrian nations. Entire and undecayed bricks of the famed city and tower of Babylon have been found stamped with various symbolic figures and hieroglyphic characters. In this, however, as in any similar relic of antiquity, the object which stamped the figures was in one block or piece, and could therefore be employed only for one distinct subject. This, though a kind of printing, was totally useless for the propagation of literature, on account both
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Printing is the art of producing impressions, from characters or figures, on paper or any other substance. There are several distinct branches of this important art—as the printing of books with movable types, the printing of engraved copper and steel plates, and the taking of impressions from stone, called lithographing. We have now to describe the printing of books or sheets with movable types, generally called letter-press printing, and which may undoubtedly be esteemed the greatest of all human inventions. The art of printing is of comparatively modern origin, only four hundred years having elapsed since the first book was issued from the press; yet we have proofs that the principles upon which it was ultimately developed existed among the ancient Assyrian nations. Entire and undecayed bricks of the famed city and tower of Babylon have been found stamped with various symbolic figures and hieroglyphic characters. In this, however, as in any similar relic of antiquity, the object which stamped the figures was in one block or piece, and could therefore be employed only for one distinct subject. This, though a kind of printing, was totally useless for the propagation of literature, on account both
PRINTING is the art of producing impressions, from characters or figures, on paper or any other substance. There are several distinct branches of this important art—as the printing of books with movable types, the printing of engraved copper and steel plates, and the taking of impressions from stone, called lithographing. We have now to describe the printing of books or sheets with movable types, generally called letter-press printing, and which may undoubtedly be esteemed the greatest of all human inventions. The art of printing is of comparatively modern origin, only four hundred years having elapsed since the first book was issued from the press; yet we have proofs that the principles upon which it was ultimately developed existed among the ancient Assyrian nations. Entire and undecayed bricks of the famed city and tower of Babylon have been found stamped with various symbolic figures and hieroglyphic characters. In this, however, as in any similar relic of antiquity, the object which stamped the figures was in one block or piece, and could therefore be employed only for one distinct subject. This, though a kind of printing, was totally useless for the propagation of literature, on account both of its expensiveness and tediousness. The Chinese are the only existing people who still pursue this rude mode of printing by stamping paper with blocks of wood. The work which they intend to have printed is, in the first place, carefully written upon sheets of thin transparent paper; each of these sheets is glued, with the face downwards, upon a thin tablet of hard wood, and the engraver then, with proper instruments, cuts away Lower case alphabet, a 3 ems., 26 p. 11 cm.
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RIGHTHEOUS HORDE
We Learn 3 Too Late

HORSE EYES
Sunny 5 Gems

MOB RIDE
Seen 8 Nod

DENSE
Rents 6

Authors Roman

10 A 9a 50 Point Authors Roman 65½ lbs. $4.25

5 A 9a 30 Point Authors Roman 65½ lbs. $4.25

PINE DUET
King 6 Frost

REQUIRE
Hat 9 Bed

BRITISH
Get 7 One

HOME BIRDMEN
Crowds 4 Belmon

8 A 9a 50 Point Authors Roman 65½ lbs. $4.25

5 A 9a 42 Point Authors Roman 65½ lbs. $6.25

10 A 10a 50 Point Authors Roman 65½ lbs. $6.25

3 A 5a 54 Point Authors Roman 13 lbs. $7.10

2 A 5a 60 Point Authors Roman 13½ lbs. $8.10
NUFLECS CAMERAS

NUFLECS is the camera which has created such a stir in photographic circles this year. It is made of aluminum, covered with genuine grain leather and beautifully finished in every detail, it is really a marvel of compactness, which can be easily carried in any pocket. These cameras are offered with either Monicus Acromatic or Double Planotograf lenses, all carefully tested, and provision is made for easy focusing. One of its unusual features is its direct view finder, a type which heretofore has never been furnished on any but the highest priced cameras. The negatives which the Nuflecs will make are of such quality as to yield excellent enlargements. Morocco covering, black bellows. Style "B6" with Lens, $120.00.

The Nuflecs Camera Company

COLUMBIA DRUG COMPANY
CHEMISTS
52 Montgomery St.
46 Desplaines Ave.

Sell Manufacturers and Distributors of High-grade Columbia
PERFUMES, LOTIONS AND POWDERS
Main Offices, Marshall and Pinkerton Streets
ROCKFORD

We announce the opening of our beautiful Hairdressing Parlors, in the Eaton Building, 3456 Humboldt Boulevard, sixteenth floor
Saturday, May 10
1912
Come in and inspect our Parlors

CHESTERTOWN HAIR DRESSING PARLORS

Ladies' Coiffures in any style. We carry a large stock of toilet articles and imported Hair goods of the finest quality, at prices to suit your purse. We pay special attention to parties and theatrical profession.
Out of town services a Specialty
Authors Roman Italic

FRANKING A PRIVILEGE
Beneficial To 42 Rural Welfare

SAVING DEVICES HERE
It Would Be 29 Best to Add

MODERN SYSTEM
Of Filing 38 In Orderly

STEW COAST
Orders 47 In Use

DICKINSON
Mine 56 Easy

SPEED TO
Bad 65 One

-making
Not 7 Job
BOWEN
For 8 His

FERNS
Our 2 Sol
Bums 8
Gem Jewelry

As Gem Merchants, Soisettena & Co. enjoy an enviable reputation, both in this country and in Europe. They are important purchasers in the foreign markets, and through their Paris office and with their own designers and workshops on the premises, they are enabled to offer at favorable prices, Precious Stones of rare qualities and Exclusive Creations in fine jewelry. Your inspection is invited—and it is suggested that now is a splendid opportunity to purchase your gifts.

Soisettena & Company
Silversmiths, Jewelers
Boston

Program

1. Waltz
2. Euro-Step
3. Waltz
4. Turkey Trot
5. Waltz
6. Boston Dip
7. Waltz
8. Barn Dance
9. Cotillion
10. Euro-Step
11. Waltz
12. Ladies Choice
13. Euro-Step
14. Home Waltz

Mark by Elise

Jolly Girlies
Club Dance

Christmas Eve, 1912
PENDERTON IS BOMBARDED
Torpedoes Cause Great Damage
Forts Struck 78 at Long Range

SILENT BEAMING NIGHT
Mosquitoes Have Gathering
Bright Days 72 Home Corn

POND GAMES
Place and Wait
Crowds 8 Daily

CONSTANT
Pride Repels
Stage 9 Bear

FIGHTING ARMY WINS
Billiken Lose in Skirmish
Exuberant 47 Joy Reigns

DORMANT FIRES
Firemans Heroism
Telling 95 Incident

COURTED
Bar 6 Fast

RENDER
His 3 Due
BARNHART'S Authors Roman Wide is placed before you on this page in a few of the many ways it may be used to produce that pleasing effect so satisfying to your customer and beneficial to you. This serviceable face, made as it is from five point up, meets every requirement of all careful printers who wish a series that can be used for greatest variety of jobs. Authors Roman Wide will surely justify you in adding it to your present equipment, and you may rest assured as to its wearing qualities for it is made from Superior Copper-Mixed Metal, now well known and used by all critical printers throughout the universe.

BEING well acquainted with the French language, and trained in diplomacy during his residence abroad, he was selected, with Lee and Deane, as ambassador, where he succeeded in obtaining valuable aid for the struggling Colonies. He arrived in France in December, 1776, and lived there the following nine years. His popularity was remarkable among all classes of the French people, and he represented his country with dignity and ability. He became sole ambassador in 1779. Two years later, having reached his seventy-fifth year, he was desirous of retiring, but his valuable services could not be dispensed with and he was appointed commissioner, with Adams and Jay, to negotiate with Great Britain for peace. After terms were agreed upon, and treaty signed, he once more applied for permission to retire, which was granted in March, 1785, Thomas Jefferson appointed to succeed him. His country demanded his services again, and he was elected President of Pennsylvania; he held the office for three years. He was a member of the Constitutional Convention, and aided materially in the formation of the new government, disregarding growing infirmities and his advancing age, he always retained his faculties.

HE above design shows our new combination border, its a very beautiful creation, which may be adapted to a great variety of uses. Ambitious printers should not hesitate to improve the appearance of their work with our new borders.
GRIMES DUCK POND
Counting 67 Hucklins
6 A 11a 24 Point Authors Roman Bold 5½ lbs. $2.50

YOUR GOING
Weary 2 Night
4 A 8a 36 Point Authors Roman Bold 8½ lbs. $5.10

CAN BIND
Each 4 Tie
3 A 6a 48 Point Authors Roman Bold 12½ lbs. $7.50

DRONE Horse 7
3 A 3a 72 Point Authors Roman Bold 16 lbs. $9.30

Authors Roman Bold
Weights given are Approximate. Cost on Uniform Line

5 Point Authors Roman Bold 5 A 50a 1 lb. $2.00
SUPERIOR COOPER-MIXED TYPE COMBINED WITH PERFECT Lining System Assures Our Customers Absolutes Dependability 12A467890

6 Point Authors Roman Bold 2 A 44a 1½ lbs. $3.00
CONSIDER THE USEFULNESS OF OTHER TYPE Then Compare with 87 Lining System Types

8 Point Authors Roman Bold 3 A 40a 2½ lbs. $2.25
THE RESULT WILL JUSTIFY YOU IN Adopting Our Line 25 of Long Life Type

10 Point Authors Roman Bold 5 A 35a 3½ lbs. $2.50
MEN AND BOYS WITH ENERGY Always Hope for 29 Better Things

12 Point Authors Roman Bold 7 A 35a 4½ lbs. $2.75
NINE HANDSOME SISTERS For Justice 34 Makes Peace

14 Point Authors Roman Bold 11 A 25a 5½ lbs. $3.00
BURDENS ARE BORNE When Least 58 Expected

16 Point Authors Roman Bold 13 A 25a 6½ lbs. $3.25
DEMAND REPORTS Every 56 Work Day

18 Point Authors Roman Bold 15 A 14a 8½ lbs. $3.50
STRENGTH MINDS Our Life 32 Course

HE CAME BACK
After the 5 Game
5 A 9a 30 Point Authors Roman Bold 6½ lbs. $4.25

BADE MEN
Wake 8 Her
4 A 6a 42 Point Authors Roman Bold 10½ lbs. $4.35

SICK CUR Gardens 2
3 A 5a 54 Point Authors Roman Bold 13½ lbs. $8.10

RUKENS
Should 3
3 A 4a 60 Point Authors Roman Bold 15½ lbs. $9.10
WHITE ROCKFORD  
Originators of the famous breed of Rockford Wyndottes  
Setting Egg Dozen  
$1.50 cash  
ROLAND W. PRESTON  
Manager

WYNDOTTE FARM  
Farm located three miles north of the Town of Rockford  
on the Boyleston Shell Road

THE NATIONAL BANK OF NORWOOD

Capital  
Surplus and Profits  
$3,500,000.00  
6,500,000.00

This Bank does a general banking business and invites the accounts of individuals, firms, corporations and banks

WE INVITE YOUR INSPECTION

CHARLES K. MACHER  
EDMOND D. BUTLER  
MORTON A. PYERSON  
CHAS. H. HULBERT, Pres. Elbert Watch Company  
BLYDE R. BARK  
CHAUNCY J. MARSH  
FREDERICK M. ROSEBY

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS

BENJAMIN SAPFENTER, Fred. B. Sarpenter & Co.  
HOWARD F. PERIE  
EDMOND A. SHEED  
CLARENCE BURKINGHAM  
B. L. KIRKINGDON  
ERNST A. HAMUL

President  
Capitlists  
Capitlists  
Capitlists  
Capitlists  
Capitlists  
Capitlists
PARAGON
Weights Given Are Approximate. Cost on Uniform List.

24 A 49 a
6 Point Paragon
1 ¾ lbs., $2.00
WE ARE ALWAYS PREPARED TO ASSIST YOU IN MAKING YOUR
Printing Looks the Best when Presented for Critical Inspection by Customers.
Advance Yourself Get The Habit Of Ordering Printing Material From Us
1234567890

21 A 44 a
8 Point Paragon
2 ½ lbs., $2.50
OUR CUSTOMERS ARE BEING ACCORDED FAR MORE
Than the Usual Amount of 25 Admirexions by Good Dressers
Style Of Type Of Printing Is That Which Means Dollars

20 A 48 a
10 Point Paragon
3 ¼ lbs., $3.00
LATE STYLES IN OUR GOWNS SET FORTH
The Artistic Conceptions 48 of Our Skilled Artists

17 A 35 a
12 Point Paragon
3 ½ lbs., $3.75
JAUNTY EFFECTS FOR THE ELITE IN
Tailor Made Suits 56 that Attract Attention

14 A 26 a
14 Point Paragon
4 ¼ lbs., $3.00
THE INCREASING DEMANDS
For Natty Styles 49 Finds Favor

9 A 18 a
18 Point Paragon
4 ½ lbs., $3.35
DRESSES OF FLIMIEST
Textiles for 73 Hot Times

6 A 9 a
24 Point Paragon
5 ½ lbs., $3.55
THE SMART SET
He Has 2 Live Fish

CATALOGUE
Spring Summer

FASHIONS EMPORIUM
Designers and Makers of
Costumes, Gowns, Tailor-Made Suits

EDWARD JACKSON
Manager
No. 2542 Fastidious Boulevard South
ATTIREVILLE

Vogue.ormanent NO. 11945

The elaborate showing of individual style character that
interest to all ladies in this vicinity, because of the
exclusive and elegance of these creations

Telephone
Automatic, Harrison 97654

Spring 1906

Fashion Parlors
Millinery
No. 1846 North Fashionette Avenue

Modes of the spring season are admirably shown
in our magnificent display of Hats
The excellence of materials and high qualities in
our models elicit highest praises

32
Take the Robes of Lawndale

A Strange Adventure during the Reign of Terror

By

Mon. Gene de Bergault

MAINE
The Manchester Publishing Company
1904

The Land of the Pharaohs

AN INTERESTING PART OF EGYPT WHERE THE BEAUTIFUL SCENES AND REMARKABLE HISTORIC RUINS ARE A FEATURE

In all the world, no country has seen more change in methods and safety of travel in the last few years than has Egypt. In the organization of comfort for tourists experts have expended their best energies in devising ways by which access can be had to sights of greatest interest at the least cost of time and trouble. There was a day not long ago when a visit to Cairo, Alexandria, the Pyramids, and the Sphinx, was the limit of possibility for the most daring traveler, and then a great expenditure of money and labor was involved. Now it is but the beginning of a journey in Egypt. The pilgrim who remembers Gordon's brave fight and death may, thank the Lord Kitchener's brilliant re-conquest of the Soudan region, extend his tour to Khartoum and the upper Soudan without great difficulty, and it will not be long until the lakes of Central Africa and the head waters of the Nile, the scenes of infinite labor and bravery on the part of Speke and Baker and Livingstone and Stanley, may be included in the itinerary of a personally conducted excursion, with a coupon ticket as the guarantee of practicability.

Though Cairo is only about sixty miles in direct line from Suez, the railway makes the journey more than double that distance. It follows the west bank of the canal to Ismailia, then turns directly westward along the bank of the fresh water canal into the delta of the Nile. The line passes through a country which was the scene of much of the fighting between British troops and those of Arabi Pasha in 1882. This same fertile region, the delta, was the scene of most of the labors of Joseph in the time of the Pharaohs, and it was from here, with the Exodus, that the captivity of the Jews...
OUR NEW SYSTEM OF MENDING SHOES BY QUICK Method is a New Departure in Shoe Trade Which We Think Will be Very Popular With People Throughout the Universe 120466EB90

THERE IS DASH AND JAUNTINESS ABOUT Our Trimmed Hats That 279 Make Them Very Attractive and the Exquisite Designs are Charming

NOTICE OUR EXTREMES IN MODISH Hats Constantly Brings 437 Forth Newest Designs from the Deft Fingers of Our Artist

EXHIBITIONS IN THIS STORE Of Exclusive Hats 578 in Designs Is a Marvel of Art by Our Experts

Paragon Italic
Cast from Superior Copper-Mixed Metal on the Uniform-Line, in seven sizes.

Barnhart Brothers & Spindler Type Founders

OUR DISPLAY CONSISTS In Offerings 894 of Entirely New Creations by Specialists

WE FRAME FACES Exquisite 45 in Styles That Enhance Beauty

NEW MODELS Latest 69 Shape

Southwater, 1913

To Rogers, Smithson & Matthews, Dr
Wholesale and Retail
Commission Merchants

Terms Cash

Randolph and Washington Streets
Nowadays Truth is News

The good news we have in store for our patrons the coming season will be the elaborate display of grand offerings gathered together here in our

September Silk Sale

Commences Monday September 3d

The Fall Importations from all the silk centers of Europe consist of all the very latest patterns, shades and designs, and of every value in a variety only possible where busy buyers have searched the continent examining, selecting and purchasing, in company with that most successful economist—ready money. Thus the management realizing the desire of their patrons for materials of a high-grade, effective, serviceable and moderate price, have purchased accordingly, and knowing with what favor our goods have been received through the generous patronage extended us, we shall be pleased to again serve you and cordially invite you to call.

Arndt & Hanse Company

Prin & Bell Streets
Emporium Indiana

The Soul of Casius

A True Story of the Twentieth Century

By Worthing C. Newell
Professor of Oratory, University of Salt Lake

Illustrated

Published by Ulysses R. Montgomery Company 1905
Franklin Roman
Weights Given Are Approximate. Cast on Uniform Line.

17 A 34a 5 Point Franklin Roman 1 lb., $2.00
TIME LOST IN THE PRESSROOM RUNS INTO MONEY FASTER
Than in Any Other Department of a Book and Job Printing Office
1234567890
20 A 38a 8 Point Franklin Roman 1/4 lb., $2.25
AUTOMOBILES DONATED FOR PRESENTS
Private Garage in Flames 34 Hours after Alarm
15 A 29a 12 Point Franklin Roman 3/4 lb., $2.75
BANK ROBBERS DISCOVERED
Fugitives from 78 Justice Caught
5 A 38a 16 Point Franklin Roman 5/8 lb., $3.50
LUNCH ROOM
Pure 67 Fodder
4 A 7a 36 Point Franklin Roman 6 lb., $4.25
BLUE ROBE
Neat 8 Style
3 A 3a 48 Point Franklin Roman 13/4 lb., $7.90
BREAD
Kame 4

A Guaranteed Investment

Sound Business
Well managed, with large capital
to conduct it, operated under
conservative principles presents
the staple and paying form
of investment.

During past year success after success has
proven with a combination of capital and good
business judgment the greatest results are
obtained in business life. This is due to the
fact that in the consolidation of interests we
have more capital, more brains, more push
and energy, which are the essential principles
of success. These facts were appreciated by
us in the organization of this company, as it
would be impossible to pursue the outlined
plans by any individual. An idea of the many
opportunities our charter enables us to grasp
with their money-making powers is shown
on the following pages and will pay you to
look them all over carefully and investigate.

AUSTIN & ESTMAN
WAUKENPHAST COMPANY
1265 to 1267 Wendelle Building, Wisconsin

21 A 44a 6 Point Franklin Roman 1¾ lb., $2.00
MANY STYLISH MODELS IN NEW GRAYS AND TANS
Extra Heavy Weight Overcoats 23 Made from Finest Wool
15 A 30a 10 Point Franklin Roman 3½ lb., $2.50
TRACK MEETING FOR ATHLETES
Scheduled To-day 56 at Green Park
11 A 30a 14 Point Franklin Roman 4½ lb., $3.00
COLD WINTER MONTHS
Boon To 92 Ice Companies
8 A 17a 18 Point Franklin Roman 4¾ lb., $3.25
GOLDEN TOY STORE
Get Rich 31 Salesmen
6 A 12a 20 Point Franklin Roman 4¾ lb., $3.25
BURNING MOTOR
Loud 45 Explosion
3 A 5a 26 Point Franklin Roman 8½ lb., $5.00
NICE SOX
Men 9 Sail
3 A 4a 42 Point Franklin Roman 10½ lb., $6.25
GINGER
Biscuit 2
HORN & NASH
REAL ESTATE SECURITIES

TOWN LOTS
LOAN STOCKS
MORTGAGES
GOLD BONDS

MAIN OFFICE: 629 MADISON AVE.
NEW YORK MARYLAND ST. LOUIS

Smithson Company
Feather House
Fourth Street

THE good news we have in store for our patrons
the coming season will be the largest display of
grand offerings gathered in our

February Feather Sales
Commencing Monday, Feb. 13th

The Spring Importations from all the Feather cen-
ters of Europe consists of the very latest patterns,
shades and designs, and of every value in a variety
only possible where busy buyers have searched the
world, examining, selecting and purchasing in com-
pany with that most successful economist—money.
Thus the management realizing the desire of their
patrons is for materials of a high-grade, effective,
serviceable and reasonable prices, have purchased
accordingly, and knowing with what favor our goods
have been received through the generous patronage
extended us, we shall be pleased to again serve you
and cordially invite you to call.

Respectfully
Smithson Company
OLD STYLE NO. 59
Weights Given are Approximate. Cost on Uniform Line

22 A 42a  5 Point Old Style No. 59  1 lb. $2.00
VISITORS ARE WELCOME WHETHER TRADING OR NOT, AND ARE ALSO INVITED Forward Our Immense Stocks of Printing Supplies at Letance and Save Yourself Money Now
12 M 30 90

24 A 50a  6 Point Old Style No. 59  1 1/2 lbs. $2.50
POPULARITY WITH SUPERIOR COPPER MIXED TYPE ARE WORTH Having Around at All Times, as They 68 Both Add to Your Future the Right

22 A 44a  8 Point Old Style No. 59  2 1/4 lbs. $2.25
PRINTING HAS RECENTLY BECOME IDENTIFIED WITH Great Achievements and Many 38 Improvements Have Been Made

19 A 38a  10 Point Old Style No. 59  3 1/4 lbs. $3.50
USERS OF PRINTING NOW DEMAND THEIR Rights Only When They 45 Want Superior Printing

16 A 35a  12 Point Old Style No. 59  3 1/2 lbs. $2.75
CONSEQUENTLY PRINTERS OF THE First Class Are Now 72 Easily Obtained For

16 A 29a  14 Point Old Style No. 59  4 1/2 lbs. $3.00
PROGRESSIVE PRINTERS FROM Northwestern Star 75 The Right Road

10 A 20a  18 Point Old Style No. 59  4 1/4 lbs. $3.25
SEND FOR OUR LATEST Eat From Fresh 68 Boiled Hams

8 A 14a  20 Point Old Style No. 59  4 1/4 lbs. $2.25
UNIQUE FEATURES His Beautiful 92 Art Work

6 A 11a  24 Point Old Style No. 59  5 1/2 lbs. $3.55
Mixed Storage 2 BOXES FOR

5 A 9a  30 Point Old Style No. 59  7 1/2 lbs. $4.45
GORDON 4 Automobile

4 A 6a  36 Point Old Style No. 59  8 1/2 lbs. $3.05
Catalogue 6 FORDS

4 A 7a  41 Point Old Style No. 59  10 lbs. $6.50
MODE 5 Pleasures

4 A 6a  48 Point Old Style No. 59  13 1/4 lbs. $7.85
Hecties 8 KIND

4 A 4a  60 Point Old Style No. 59  15 lbs. $9.45
SON 3 Rock

3 A 4a  72 Point Old Style No. 59  19 lbs. $11.00
Red 6 KID
LEGEND
OF THE
THREE CORNERED
MYSTIC GEM

T. DURYEAL

MENSURE & COLLINGTON COMPANY, MARYLAND

CHINA AND GLASS
THE COMBINATION OF UTILITY AND DECORATIVE VALUE IN THE GOODS DISPLAYED IN OUR CHINA AND GLASS ROOM MAKES THEM DESIRABLE GIFTS

TELEPHONE
MAIN 345

MICHIGAN AND DEARBORN STREETS

STATE AVENUE PLAYHOUSE
GRAND CABARET
EVERY EVENING AT TEN

ADMISSION TWENTY-FIVE CENTS
Old Style Italic No. 159

Weights Given are Approximate. Cost on Uniform Tabs. 20 Point and Larger on Offset Bodies.

20 A 40 a 5 Point Old Style Italic No. 159 1 lb., $2.00
ATTRACTION DESIGNS IN MESTALINES AND CHIFFONS FEATURED TODAY
Each of the French Modes is Equally as Attractive and Distinctive as the Poor Illustration

24 A 49 a 6 Point Old Style Italic No. 159 1/4 lb., $2.00
THE ART OF PRINTING IS OF COMPARATIVELY MODERN ORIGIN
Only Four Hundred Years Having Passed Since the First Book is Published

20 A 40 a 8 Point Old Style Italic No. 159 2/5 lb., $2.25
FROM EVERY LAND WHERE ART IS GIVEN CREDIT
Through Type World Wide 34 Known Material Has Made

20 A 40 a 10 Point Old Style Italic No. 159 3/5 lb., $2.50
ART TYPES FOR SOME MODERN PLANTS
Plans For Securing Number 67 of Important Addresses

17 A 30 a 12 Point Old Style Italic No. 159 3/4 lb., $2.75
BABCOCK OPTIMUS MACHINE BEST
Cylinder Press They 87 are Noted for its Speed

14 A 27 a 14 Point Old Style Italic No. 159 4 lb., $3.00
TIME IS MONEY IN PRINTING
So Get Modern 56 Facilities Right Now

10 A 20 a 18 Point Old Style Italic No. 159 4 1/8 lb., $3.25
KING NEPTUNE HONORS
Rich Mermaids 39 with Audience

7 A 13 a 20 Point Old Style Italic No. 159 5 lb., $3.35
BISCUITS 7 Preparing

6 A 10 a 24 Point Old Style Italic No. 159 5 1/2 lb., $3.50
HERE IS 4 Farmers

5 A 8 a 30 Point Old Style Italic No. 159 6 lb., $4.00
His Noble 8 FRIEND

4 A 6 a 36 Point Old Style Italic No. 159 8 lb., $5.00
MORNING 5 Quake

4 A 6 a 42 Point Old Style Italic No. 159 10 lb., $6.00
Endeavor 3 MEN

4 A 6 a 48 Point Old Style Italic No. 159 12 lb., $8.00
QUICK 4 Mail

3 A 3 a 60 Point Old Style Italic No. 159 15 lb., $9.00
Risk 2 GUN

3 A 3 a 72 Point Old Style Italic No. 159 19 lb., $11.25
SIR 6 Hog
Hand-Painted China

Keather's Art Store
Frankfort
Ind.

Pastel Panel Cards

New Art Parlors at

Master Boulevard 24

Hand-Painted China

Keather's Art Store
Frankfort
Ind.

Pastel Panel Cards

New Art Parlors : Master Boulevard 24

Boulevard Cafeteria
William Frayten
Manager

Eldorado
Michigan
### Authors Old Style

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Weight (lbs.)</th>
<th>Style Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4 1/2</td>
<td>14 Point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>14 Point Authors Old Style</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**UNITED PRINCES OF INDUSTRY**

Control Nearly 72 Different Parts

**PRESIDENTS ARE SERVING**

Our People in 48 States About

**NECESSITY KNOWS NOT**

What Legal 59 Code Moral

**MERE IGNORANCE**

Cause of 63 Evils by

**FOR WISE MEN**

Users 28 Grouch

**FREAK DOG**

Large 6 Body

---

**Authors Old Style Auxiliaries**

Used Effectively with Authors Old Style

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>J</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Q</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RUNS CAR**

Suit 94 Tire

**MEN SUB**

Pile 6 Him

**Formal 2**

Dream 8

**Pluck 5**
Thanksgiving Day

PROGRAM

INVOCATION : Rev. W. Harris
WHY GIVE THANKS : Charles White
MUSIC : Quartet
HISTORY REPEATED : W. S. Darrows
QUESTIONS OF THE HOUR : R. Howe
STEREOPTICON LECTURE : Harry Childs
MUSIC : Quartet
COMIC SONGS : Milton Rich
BENEDICTION : Rev. Harris
MUSIC BY THE SAXOPHONE QUARTET

Ferguss & Company
WHOLESALE DEALERS IN TAPESTRIES

Phone 1389

Ferguss & Company
Tapestries

32 Carpet Street

Presented by J. Metcalf

New York

AUTHORS OLD STYLE

EST. NO. 1858 - 501
RARE DUTCH COLOR PRINTS
Exhibited at the 38 Old Academy

HANDSOME SILK STORE
Now Open on 45 Satin Place

INTERESTING PICTURES
Show Life in 67 Ice House

ENGLISH NUMBER
Imported 38 Models

MONSTER DOG
Bought 69 Hearn

FRENCH BIT
Stake 8 People

Authors Old Style Italic
Weights Given are Approximate. Cast on Uniform Line

5 Point Authors Old Style Italic
27 A 14 a
BARGAINS BASKETS TRAYS AND SEWING MACHINES
These Grand Useful Gifts are Given Away During the Sale
12/34567890

6 Point Authors Old Style Italic
21 A 41 a
BOTH FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC GOODS
Printing is the Art 62 Producing Impressions

8 Point Authors Old Style Italic
21 A 42 a
HOW MANY ADMIRE PRETTY LAND
From Sub Station 64 Branches Movable

9 Point Authors Old Style Italic
20 A 46 a
HANKERCHIEFS SPECIAL SALE
Made of Hand 38 Spun Luck Linen

10 Point Authors Old Style Italic
18 B 36 a
HER HOUSE GARMENT MADE
Printing Work 56 Style Producing

12 Point Authors Old Style Italic
16 A 30 a
STARTING WORK AFTER
September 25 Twenty Two

Authors Old Style Italic Auxiliaries
Used Effectively with Authors Old Style Italic

5 Point 6 type each...$0.30 24 Points 1 type each...$0.60
8 Points 1 type each...$0.25 36 Points 1 type each...$0.50
10 Points 1 type each...$0.20 48 Points 1 type each...$0.75
12 Points 1 type each...$0.15 60 Points 1 type each...$1.00
14 Points 1 type each...$0.10 72 Points 1 type each...$1.25
16 Points 1 type each...$0.05 96 Points 1 type each...$1.50

Font contains Characters 1 to 12 inclusive.
Evansville Riding Club

M. Dyneseler
Instructor

Nineteen Lake Shore Drive

The Maurtine
Sixth Annual Banquet

Miss Adeline Farrar
Yeast Teacher

Tuesday Evening, March
Eleven at Arcadian Hall

Kimbirley Diamonds

The chief consideration in
buying a Diamond should
be based not on a price
but on brilliancy, pure col-
or and perfection in cut.

Terms to Suit Buyer

Transactions are confidential,
and with every purchase we
give a certificate guaranteeing
highest quality and full value.

Send for new Catalog
Established since 1869

Joseph E. Kimbirley
St. Helens
De Beers
Maerking
CONQUER OF RED
Frequently 64 Blunders

MORE BUNS
Hours 48 Result

PINCHES
Beg 23 Son

KINGS
Minks 9

Barnhart Old Style
Weights Given are Approximate. Cost on Uniform Line

MORE BUNS
MODERN KING
EXTREME 39 NORTH
SHOWING
FINE 73 STYLE
BEHIND
GROUNDS 7
BUDGE
RELENTS 8
ANNOUNCEMENT

WE TAKE THIS OPPORTUNITY TO INFORM OUR MANY CUSTOMERS THAT WE HAVE ENLARGED OUR PLANT OR NURSERIES WHICH WILL ENABLE US TO ACCOMMODATE THE GROWING DEMAND FOR NURSERY SPECIALTIES FOR THE SPECIAL CONVENIENCE OF OUR OUT-OF-TOWN PATRONS AND OF OUR MANY CITY SHOPPERS, WE HAVE PROVIDED A LUXURIOUS WAITING ROOM ON THE FIRST FLOOR OF OUR ESTABLISHMENT. THIS IS PROVIDED WITH A MAID, TELEPHONES, ETC., FOR WHICH THERE IS NO FEE TO BE PAID. SHOPPERS MAY MAKE APPOINTMENTS TO MEET THEIR FRIENDS HERE, AND ALL TELEPHONE CALLS WILL BE ENTERED UPON A PUBLIC LEDGER FOR REFERENCE. AUTOMOBILES WHILE NOT IN SERVICE MAY BE TAKEN TO OUR PRIVATE GARAGE NEAR-BY. WE ARE ALWAYS GLAD TO MAKE SHOPPING AS LIGHT A BURDEN AS POSSIBLE FOR ALL.

WEGNER & COMPANY
Dealers in Nursery Specialties

101 WELFARE AVENUE WASHINGTON, OHIO
HER VERDICT
Known 4 Quacks
EXPECTS
Man 6 Bird
HORSE
Can 2 Eat
DIMES
Bet 3 Ira

Barnhart Old Style Italic

6 Point Barnhart Old Style Italic
24 A 16a
1/4 lbs. $2.00

BEST ASSORTMENT EVER SHOWN HERE
New Finest Extra Heavy in Color
Mostly Wanted by People Who Are Known For Their Finest Quality.

8 Point Barnhart Old Style Italic
22 A 46a
2/4 lbs. $2.35

WINTER CORDUROY SUIT PRICING
Makes this an Exceedingly Attractive Bargain
Opportunities for this 82 Quality at this Time.

10 Point Barnhart Old Style Italic
28 A 40a
3/4 lbs. $2.50

EXQUISITE UNDERTAKINGS
Colorings also his 33 Ideas of Types

12 Point Barnhart Old Style Italic
36 A 31a
2 1/4 lbs. $2.75

GIVE PRIZES TO BABIES
Make Solomon 46 Like Choice

14 Point Barnhart Old Style Italic
42 A 25a
4 1/4 lbs. $3.00

INTRODUCED HEIR
Presented 37 by Mothers

16 Point Barnhart Old Style Italic
48 A 20a
4 3/4 lbs. $3.00

SIX CONDUCTED
Municipal 89 Leagues

18 Point Barnhart Old Style Italic
54 A 17a
5 lbs. $3.50

EIGHT WOMEN
Cheapest 93 Scales

DISGUSTED MEN
In Modern 5 Humbugs
ONE RIDGE
Eight 73 Mark
WRIGHT
Did 8 Hop
GUNS
Mold 2
Robson-Bewhul Company

Catalogue
Number Seventy
1913

The Good Reputation of our Company Convinces

Factory and General Offices at Minneapolis, East Arkansas
23 A 46a 6 Point Catalog Old Style 15% lbs. $5.00
MOST HIS BEAUTIFUL VISIONS Seldom come true
The Silver Clouds Disperse And Gloom Prevails On Earth
1234567890
22 A 43a 8 Point Catalog Old Style 2% lbs. $2.25
DAY DREAMS WOULD FADE AND LEAVE US
Superior Copper-Mixed 45 Type Never Disappoints You
18 A 36a 10 Point Catalog Old Style 3% lbs. $3.50
IMAGINATION HELPS MANY LIVES
Best Earnest Efforts 48 Follow Its Lead
15 A 33a 12 Point Catalog Old Style 3½% lbs. $2.75
FOREIGN RATES ON STOCKS
Berlin Exchange 53 Market Emerge

Catalog Old Style
Weights Given are Approximate. Cast on Uniform Line

5 A 8a 42 Point Catalog Old Style 10% lbs. $6.40
BOUNDS Concert 5

5 A 10a 24 Point Catalog Old Style 5½ lbs. $3.50
HIGHER BANK
Salmon 59 Picnic

5 A 7a 30 Point Catalog Old Style 6½ lbs. $4.35
RISE MORE
Sort 48 Runs

5 A 7a 36 Point Catalog Old Style 8½ lbs. $5.35
HEN FIRM
Rush 3 Neat

Catalog Old Style Auxiliaries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>O</th>
<th>Che</th>
<th>&amp;</th>
<th>th</th>
<th>st</th>
<th>ly</th>
<th>f</th>
<th>f</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6 Point, ½ lb.</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>30 Point, ½ lb.</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
<td>$0.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Point, ¼ lb.</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25 Point, ¾ lb.</td>
<td>60</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Point, ⅛ lb.</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>12 Point, ⅛ lb.</td>
<td>70</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Point, ½ lb.</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>14 Point, ½ lb.</td>
<td>80</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 Point, ¼ lb.</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>18 Point, 1½ lbs.</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 Point, ⅛ lb.</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>20 Point, 1¼ lbs.</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 Point, ½ lb.</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>24 Point, 1⅛ lbs.</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Character No. 5 not made in 72 Point

12 A 25a 14 Point Catalog Old Style 4% lbs. $3.00
EXERCISE YOUR HANDS
Stories Are 67 Told Children

9 A 39a 18 Point Catalog Old Style 4½ lbs. $2.35
FAMOUS KING BIEN
His Known 54 Character

6 A 14a 20 Point Catalog Old Style 4½ lbs. $1.25
BURGLAR RUNS
Under 83 Subways

4 A 5a 48 Point Catalog Old Style 13½ lbs. $7.90
MODES
Denter 3

3 A 5a 54 Point Catalog Old Style 4½ lbs. $8.75
REIGN
Bank 2
BABCOCK OPTIMUS PRESSES

Embracing one of the greatest of recent improvements in flat-bed presses, the Optimus bed motion is one of the finest applications of power ever made. It is correct, the simplest and strongest mechanism used for operating a printing press bed. It has the easy directness of a short shaft with a driving pulley at one end and star-gear at the other. A device of balls and sockets, made a part of the shaft, permits one end of the shaft to be deflected so that in one direction it drives the bed above the rack and is below it in the other. It is a compact, rotary, primary motion, operating harmoniously with the matchless precision that gives unvarying register between bed and cylinder, produces runs of three-quarters of a million with the plates still good, and all with unexampled endurance to itself.

There is but one rack, one point of propulsive thrust. At each end of the rack is a large steel ball which the star-gear receives in a corresponding socket, grasping it much as a human hand grasps a baseball, the broad contact covering half of the ball's surface. Reverse is made while these are together, resulting in the bed being stopped and reversed with a perfect crank action. There is no looseness or lost motion; the reverse is smooth and easy. Balls and socket are hardened steel, ground to perfect fit. Old machines reverse as quietly as new, with perfect bed-and-cylinder register. The star-gear shoes are hardened steel, small, and accurately curved to fit the roll. They are bolted in position, and wear for years. Shoes, balls, sockets and rack are made by specially invented machines of unerring performance.

The bed driving rack is at the center of the load, not at the center of the bed. It is placed where it should be, and where it is correct mechanically. It occupies small space, keeps the bed low, and makes room for an impression girt twice as strong as any other, giving us the most rigid press known.

The air-spring is readily adjusted without tool. The piston is at extreme end of bed where its utility is the greatest.

There is but one mechanical principle that is best for a given purpose. The Optimus ball and socket drive embodies the basic element for best operating a reciprocating bed. It has been practically unchanged for a dozen years. Not a single user has complained of it.

BARNHART BROTHERS & SPINDLER
GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS
ALL OF THE DIVIDEND PAYING SERIES OF TYPE SHOWN
In This Book are Cast from Superior Copper Mixed Type Metal
The Best Wearing Type Made it Has Proven to Give Satisfaction
1234567890

THINK OF THE RESULT YOU CAN OBTAIN WITH OUR
Satisfactory Cast from a Superior Copper Mixed Type
Perfect Linum System 23 Try It and Convince Yourself

SUPERIOR COPPER MIXED TYPE MAKES TO
Your Satisfaction Because it Has Had the Test
Now Can Safely Say 45 That Our Type is Reliable

MUSTERING Brave 8 Men

BIG BORE Run 2 Far

GRAVENDSTAND SEAT
South vs 8 Nationals

MEXICAN WINE
Stuck 5 Upstairs

KRUGER HAS
Finer 4 Meals

FINE MEN
Win 3 Ham

INK HOD
His 6 Pen
Maple Leaf Club

RULES 1912-13

St. Thomas
Ontario

PRINTING

The Early Printer—his touching trials and tribulations as told by one who knows

TRAINS MEET IN COLLISION

East Bound Mail and West Bound Express Meet Head On in Collision Near Altoona, Pa.

MANY DEAD OR INJURED

Cars are Smashed to Matchwood; Feared 25 Were Killed or Hurt In One Coach; Several are Under Wreckage.

Altoona, Pa., May 18th, 3 a.m.—(Special.) The Chicago mail train No. 18, east bound, and the Chicago and St. Louis express No. 21, west bound, collided while running on the Pennsylvania Railroad at full speed, ten miles from this city, at 7 o'clock to-day. One coach in which twenty-five persons were traveling was smashed to matchwood. It is feared that every one in this car was either killed or injured.

Published by
Ben Washington Press Club
Montgomeryville
LINING DE VINNE
Weights Given are Approximate. Cost on Uniform Line

MORE 2 Buns
RED 7 Bone
GIN 5 Sea
Dearer 8

BECAUSE 3 Measure
Cleans 9 ROCKER

EXTENDED COUNTER RIVETED SHANKS SUPPORT
There are no Hard Places in Cushion Soles to Intensity
Pain as People Wearing this Shoe get Absolute Comfort
We Shall Deliver Them to You For Close Inspection Now
1244662999

RECEPTION FOR OUR HOME COMING
Received Enthusiastic Welcome Today
Demonstration was 45 Extremely Noisy

SECURE YOUR HOUSES
Before Rents Get to Raise
Satisfaction 93 Guarantee

SUCH WINTER
Guarded People
Count 35 Proud

YOU BUY SOME BITS FOR JUNE STONES
Perhaps you Lack Little Things in Sterling
Silver which Belong 82 on Perfect Tables
Monday is the Time to Buy These Bargains

WE REMOVE HUMP NOSES
Easily Straightened Without
Pain or Delay 87 For Money

INDEXING STOCKS
Are Slowly Declining
Banks in 64 Country

MIXED GUN
Over 8 Kings
RULES FOR CAR USERS

HOISTONES LUNCH COUNTERS

Short Order House

Also Care of the Different Parts of the Chester Auto

CHESTER AUTO COMPANY

Menu

SOUPS
- Chicken
- Celery
- Corn
- Tomato Bisque
- FISH
- Black Bass
- Bluefish
- Mackerel
- Finnan Haddie

ENTREES
- Roast
  - Boiled Beef
  - Chicken Fricassee
  - Broiled Quail on Toast
  - Saddle of Mutton
  - Prime Beef
  - Loin of Pork
  - Young Turkey
  - Spring Chicken

VEGETABLES
- Cauliflower
- String Beans
- Spinach
- Carrots
- New Potatoes

PASTRY
- English Plum Pudding
- Mince Pie
- Peach Pie

DESSERT
- Grapes
- Oranges
- Coffee
- Milk
- Ice Cream
DE VINNE COMPRESSED

Weights Given are Approximate. Cost on Uniforms 6 Cents.

26 A 50 a 6 Point DeVinne Compressed 17 1/4 lbs. $2.00
THE CHANGE IN TIME IN THE NORTH POLE WILL BENEFIT THE PEOPLE
Large Gray Fox Jumps Over Cliff into Sea and Escapes Price Bounds
12/14/671980

26 A 50 a 10 Point DeVinne Compressed 3 1/4 lbs. $2.50
DELIGHTFUL WEATHER BRINGS CHEER TO MANY
Men Comrades Returning 25 From the Battlefields

16 A 34 a 14 Point DeVinne Compressed 4 1/4 lbs. $3.00
FANCY TABLE COVERS FOR SALE
Best English Fabrics 87 Can Be Had

8 A 16 a 24 Point DeVinne Compressed 57 1/4 lbs. $3.50
REMARKABLE STORM
Salute of 12 Large Guns

5 A 8 a 36 Point DeVinne Compressed 67 1/4 lbs. $4.30
DAIRY LUNCH
Over 75 Served

5 A 4 a 60 Point DeVinne Compressed 12 1/4 lbs. $7.25
Brand 4

PHOTO STUDIO

We believe the highest art is that which is connected with us, and we have spared no thought or expense in bringing out our New Photo Studio to a high perfection

THE BISMARCK PHOTO STUDIO
CICERO, MINNESOTA

25 A 50 a 8 Point DeVinne Compressed 2 1/4 lbs. $2.25
MADE OF PRINTED AND WOVEN MABRAS FINE LINEN
Mercerized Fabrics in a Splendid Assortment Patterns
Now We Have the Public 34 Health and Hospital Relief

21 A 42 a 12 Point DeVinne Compressed 3 1/4 lbs. $2.75
WE CLOSE AT NOON SATURDAY SHARP
Newest Police Force 58 Regular Comrades

12 A 28 a 18 Point DeVinne Compressed 4 1/4 lbs. $3.25
HUNTING IS THE MAIN CAUSE
For Special 79 Trains Running

6 A 11 a 30 Point DeVinne Compressed 67 1/4 lbs. $4.20
SECOND CONCERT
Delight 23 Persons

4 A 7 a 48 Point DeVinne Compressed 107 1/4 lbs. $6.25
SILK HOSE
Men 9 Said

3 A 4 a 72 Point De Vinne Compressed 147 1/4 lbs. $8.25
Name 5
CASLON OLD ROMAN
Weights Given are Appendixes. Cast on Uniform Line

HORN 6 Cabinet
Stops 8 MEN
DIG 3 Coat
His 5 GIN

SCORED 9 On Sheet
He Puts 2 GUMS
Louis XII Silver Plate

MELROSE
REMOVAL NOTICE
COMPANY

THE Melrose Company hereby beg to inform their patrons and the public in general, that on and after May 1, 1912, they will be located in their new and modern twenty-four story Melrose Building, as their present premises on Jackson Boulevard is insufficient to cope with the general demand of their high-grade Chocolates and Candies. An Ice Cream Parlor has been provided on the first floor for the convenience of shoppers. Patrons may have the use of telephone free.

New Number 25 S. Michigan

Temperance Artists Society

SCHEDULE
PROGRAM
1922—1923

The Temple of Arts Building, East Michigan Boulevard, Milwaukee
Caslon Old Roman Italic No. 100

COUNTRY GENTLEMEN
Stranded Over 23 Nine Hours

BIND HIGHEST UP
References 85 Something

STRONG NECKS
Brown is 64 Playing

CORNET Band 3
Evanston Music Society
Recital Number Two
Wednesday, April Nine
Tickets $1.00
Series Two

Christmas
Our sample rooms are filled with good snappy goods from all over the world besides our own creations. During your next trip to the city we will be pleased to have you visit us
Karletone Kompany
Marble Ave., Newton

Miladies Flower Parlors

This is the month you will turn your thoughts to that fair young graduate friend of yours who will expect to receive something from you for the occasion. There is nothing she would appreciate better than a box of our famous Killarney roses something that would show the good taste of the sender. We are the leading florists in this town and can supply at any time, on short notice flowers for special events. We also make a specialty of potted plants for home.

The Home of the Killarney Violets

June: the Month of Brides and Roses
BAR STAGE WRITER
Miners Jam 73 Theatre

MARDI GRAS
Now 8 Prepare

BIG SAFE
Ten 5 Shoe

POETS
Stable 4

OLD ROMAN CONDENSED
Weights Given are Approximate. Cast in Uniform Letter.

MUSIC BACKED
American 8 Baker

ROAD MEN
Same 9 Rates

BET KID
Courage 2

MINERS
Notions 3
The Morley "1915" Touring Car

THE Morley "1915" Touring Car, is of huge power. This great, graceful machine stimulates your love of motoring. Imagine your thrill of mastery over this extraordinary sensitive and powerful piece of mechanism. A touch of the throttle and the big motor responds. You fly sixty miles an hour with ease care free! The deep cushions of the spacious and richly appointed tonneau make you feel at peace with the world. No side way, no danger, no discomfort of any kind. Loaf along if you like. No shifting of gears for a four mile speed. You are driven by the most faultless and obedient of motors. Truly, this is the car for those whose recreation is touring.

The Morley "1915" Touring Car has always been the choice of America's most distinguished men and women. The success of the Morley is on a par with the fame of its distinguished owners. In this car, every four cylinder fundamental has reached the point of perfection. It has the most perfect fuel distribution. The most perfect lubrication and carburetion. The most economical built giving better than ten miles per gallon of gasoline on tour. It is a most perfectly balanced car, due to correct distribution of weight and exact spring suspension. You should arrange an appointment at once with the nearest representative. We will be glad to give you our dealers name and address.

MORLEY & FERGUSON · AUTOMOBILE MANUFACTURERS · TEXARKANSAW
SIXTEEN MERRY BACHELORS FRISKED
Into Matrimony by 35 Monetary Schemers

ROMANCE IN PROFANE HISTORY
Escapades of the 42 Early Centuries

THREATS CAUSING UNREST
Amongst the 32 Large Combines

DIRECTION 2 Store Walks

Old Roman Bold Condensed
6% lbs., $2.00
THE ONLY FAIR PROFIT IS THAT WHICH IS FAIR TO YOU AS WELL.
As to the One Who Gets Better Building Construction if Only For the Quality
12946 57699

NOW IT WILL PAY YOU TO BUY A BIG QUANTITY FOR FUTURE
Every Piece is Guaranteed as 6 lbs Standard and artistic Fine Make

FIRST TRUST AND SAVINGS BANK FOR AMERICA
Stocks of the First Trust 3 and National Savings Bank

FINGER BOWLS AND FANCY GLASSES
Sold at Less Than 14 Cost of Manufacturers

ROADS 9 Wards
Match 5 HOME
BIND 3 More

Inherited 5 MONEY
MAKE 3 Flowers
Marks 8 FIND
SINK 4 Line

Bandits 2 House 8
You will find here many very nice imported fabrics. Beautiful tweeds from Coco Island looms; fine Huddersfield, England, worsteds; Crombie's Scotch weaves, and other choice things in ready-to-wear clothes. Broken lines in men's and young men's hand tailored suits, made of worsteds, serge, cheviots, tweeds and cassimeres in slate, stone drab, olive, tan, sagegreen, brown and innumerable shades of gray, also neat mixtures and plain effects lined with Italian cloth worsted serge and Sicilian; all sizes, including the stouts and slims; formerly $20; this sale

$16.50

Our showing of special made suits will be a revelation of good clothes quality to you. Smart styles, new weaves and colorings, fit and tailoring perfect. Dollar for Dollar value-giving, offers you a great selection. Broken lines men's and young men's business suits, of absolutely all wool fast color blue serges (we guarantee to refund the purchase price if any suit fades within 12 months from date of sale); also all-wool worsteds, cassimeres and cheviots, in a wide range of desirable shades and patterns; extreme college or conservative styles; formerly $12; special price to-day only

$9.75

You will be pleased with quality of the cloth and workmanship, the fine linings and trimmings. Newest styles—suits that will stand up and always look well. Our two-piece suits are a wonderful creation. Broken lines men's and young men's business suits, made of tropical worsteds in shades of olive, tan, green, taupe, slate and dark, medium and light gray, in herringbone weaves and plain effects, also cool homespuns and cheviots in medium and light shades; coats 1/4 or 1/2 lined, and tailored with shape retaining hair cloth front; formerly 10.75; special values

$8.50

After you have seen the truly wonderful collection of coats displayed in our coat section, you will readily understand why it is that every man and young man who visits us becomes so enthusiastic about our styles. Broken lines men's and young men's extra fine vicuna Chesterfield overcoats; lined throughout with best quality pure silk; fly front, silk velvet collar, deep center vent, double stitched edges; a conservative cut that is always in style; the entire garment is hand finished; these coats come in plain black and dark oxford gray; fit guaranteed; formerly $11. Clearing price

$7.25

Another strong illustration of the results in alertness in modern retailing—a most extraordinary sale follows one of the most purchases ever made. All in very newest styles, all made but a few weeks ago. Broken lines boys' and children's suits, all-wool fabrics; sailor and Russian modes, 3 to 10 years; double breasted styles, made of gray and brown striped worsteds, regular or knickerbocker pants, ages 6 to 17 years; formerly $5 and $6. Take advantage of this offering

$3.75
OLD ROMAN BOLD
Weights Given are Approximate. Cast on Uniform Lines.

SAFE TYPE
Hard 5 Made

DREAM
Parlor 6

MINERS
Homes 8

PRINTED BY ROBISON & CO.

MODERN PRISON
Highest 45 Frame

FIRST COLOR
Steals 37 Love

MINK
Raid 5

TREMENDOUS SALE
Fancy Red 45 Blankets

YELLOWSTONE PARK IS THE FAVORITE RESORT
During the Winter Months 23 for European Travelers

RUBBER NECK COMPANY FAILS
Creditors Demand 67 for Receivers

10 A 12
10 Point Old Roman Bold
3 5/6 lbs. $2.35

16 A 32
12 Point Old Roman Bold
3 5/6 lbs. $2.75

21 A 41
8 Point Old Roman Bold
3 5/6 lbs. $2.25

24 A 49
6 Point Old Roman Bold
1 7/6 lbs. $2.00

PEACE AND UNDECELERED BRICKS OF THE FAMED CITY
Babylon Have Been Found Stamped with Various Symbolic Figures
However Let's Think of Today and Keep Right up to be Standard
123-5-6-7-8-9-9

PIRATES AT WORK IN THE SOUTH SIDE
Many People Wanted for This Opening Here
Cruising Around Daily 45 in Search for Prey

CURE IMPROVES BEAUTY
Stage Bells 89 Are Charmed

12 A 26
14 Point Old Roman Bold
4 5/6 lbs. $3.00

4 A 7
42 Point Old Roman Bold
11 5/6 lbs. $6.85

3 A 6
54 Point Old Roman Bold
15 5/6 lbs. $9.35

3 A 6
48 Point Old Roman Bold
12 5/6 lbs. $7.70

4 A 9
36 Point Old Roman Bold
9 lbs. $5.50

3 A 9
54 Point Old Roman Bold
15 5/6 lbs. $9.35

3 A 3
72 Point Old Roman Bold
17 5/6 lbs. $10.35

3 A 4
60 Point Old Roman Bold
16 5/6 lbs. $9.90

66
Rhode Island Concord Grapes
ORIGINATED AND GROWN ONLY BY THE FAMOUS
ENDERS ORCHARD COMPANY
253 SOUTH GRAPE ST. ROCHESTER, R.I.

NON-SKID TIRE COMPANY
MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN
FRANKLIN
TIRES
INDIANA

TERMS: CASH ON DELIVERY OF GOODS; TWENTY PER CENT DISCOUNT ON ALL PURCHASES OF OVER $100.00
OLD ROMAN BLACK

4 A 5a
36 Point Old Roman Black
6 1/2 lbs. $5.00

MEN 8 Hum

3 A 5a
42 Point Old Roman Black
10 1/2 lbs. $6.25

MID 5 Pine

3 A 4a
48 Point Old Roman Black
12 1/2 lbs. $7.60

SIR 2 Gin

3 A 3a
54 Point Old Roman Black
15 lbs. $9.00

Mourn 3

HONEST 9 Deal Cat

3 A 4a
60 Point Old Roman Black
19 lbs. $11.40

Codfish 5 FIRMS

3 A 3a
72 Point Old Roman Black
20 1/2 lbs. $11.90

HER HORSE SHOW Opens In 2 Days Now

8 A 18a
16 Point Old Roman Black
4 1/8 lbs. $5.00

BE GOOD BUYER Hosemen 28 Going

8 A 17a
18 Point Old Roman Black
4 1/8 lbs. $5.25

JOIN PICKERS Hoyne 8 Street

8 A 10a
24 Point Old Roman Black
5 1/8 lbs. $3.55

NICE SONS Her 46 Men
Our Motto: "PROMPT DELIVERY"

Dealers Coal Co.

MINERS and SHIPPERS COAL WHOLESALE & RETAIL

TEL. MAIN 234 
ALL DEPARTMENTS

COAL

567 NILE ROAD 
COR. AMAZON AVE.

Lumber, Lath, Shingles

Lime, Cement, Stucco
Old Roman Black Italic

Weights Given Are Approximate. Can be Uniform Line.

20 A 46a 6 Point Old Roman Black Italic 17/8 lbs. $2.80
OUR MODERN PRINTING METHODS IN DEMAND

16 A 32a 30 Point Old Roman Black Italic 3/4 lbs. $2.50
CHRISTMAS TREE RED CANDLES
Sold to Many of the 34 Holiday Buyers

11 A 21a 14 Point Old Roman Black Italic 4 lbs. $5.00
HYDROPLANE SPRING
Lost Solid 58 Gold Watch

7 A 15a 18 Point Old Roman Black Italic 4 5/8 lbs. $3.25
PURE SILK SALE
Deceives 67 the Man

4 A 7a 36 Point Old Roman Black Italic 6 3/8 lbs. $4.25
MACHINES
High 5 Flame

5 A 5a 42 Point Old Roman Black Italic 10 9/16 lbs. $6.25
PUNCH Banker 3

Bennington Racing Club

Spring Meeting
May Eleven to Sixteen

Six Races Each Day
Beginning at 2 P.M.

Bennington, Indianapolis

18 A 36a 8 Point Old Roman Black Italic 2 3/4 lbs. $3.25
GRAND OPERA SCORES GREAT SUCCESS
Big Mob Smash Doors 25 and Gain Admission

13 A 27a 12 Point Old Roman Black Italic 3 9/16 lbs. $3.75
SUPERIOR COPPER-MIXED
Type Cast on 36 Uniform Line

9 A 36a 16 Point Old Roman Black Italic 4 9/16 lbs. $3.00
TREASURE FOUND
Donated to 57 Museum

3 A 9a 24 Point Old Roman Black Italic 5 5/8 lbs. $3.50
SEND FLIERS
Danger 23 Point

3 A 5a 36 Point Old Roman Black Italic 8 5/8 lbs. $5.00
MUROCK
No Hack 9

3 A 4a 48 Point Old Roman Black Italic 12 3/8 lbs. $7.50
BRICK
Match 6
MENFOLKS

(including your husband and those who want to be), get so much pleasure out of giving a

Royal Plume

because of the invariable exclamation—"O how beautiful, and it's a genuine Royal.

Such a gift not only demonstrates their affection but establishes their judgment of quality—for Royal has long been known among women as "The Class of the Fashionable World."

When you come to the store ask especially to see the

Special Gift Plume — attractively packed in a Box.

Bird of Paradise — and small sprays

Gift Fans — a rare collection.

Grecian Bands — fashionable for head dress, also worn with sprays.

Attractive Collarets — a handsome gift.

Special Prices in

Silver Goods

Fifty Per Cent Reduction

This sale is unusual in every sense of the word, unusual in the sharpness of the reductions and unusual in that everything in the Store is included—Oriental Goods, Furniture, Bronzes. Your attention is called especially to the following items in Silver Goods:

- Imported English Sheffield Plate Round Tray on feet, $5.25
- 21 inches in diameter; solid silver oak leaf border, at . . . 3.25
- Imported English Sheffield Plate Oblong Tray with handles; handsomely chased center and silver border . . . 5.50
- Imported English Sheffield Plate Oval Tea and Coffee Tray; heavily chased center and silver grape border . . . 7.30
- Imported English Sheffield Plate Round Tray with beautifully chased center and solid silver border, at . . . 9.45

Your Inspection is Invited

MURDOC, FRANCIS & KLING
Between Sheffield Avenue and Cutler Street

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR YOUR MONEY CHEERFULLY RETURNED IS OUR TRADE MARK

Give your wife an accomplishment

Give her a chance to do something aside from regular household duties—something she can enjoy and take pride in—something you will enjoy, too, and be proud of her for doing it. Give her the opportunity to show her appreciation of good music by playing it without the drudgery of practicing. Give her a piano containing the

Hanuver Edisonia

Obtainable in the Piano of Choice

Then she can play the piano just the way you like to hear it played, if she loves music at all. She can play it easily and naturally, for the Hanuver requires but one-third the effort demanded by other players. She can play it with all the expression you know ought to be in music because the Hanuver is marvelously responsive and capable.

Come to our display rooms and try the player yourself. See how easily you can play it. Realize the wonderful expression with which you can play it.

Any piano dealer can supply any of his pianos with a Hanuver Player. It fits in any piano. If you love your wife, brighten her home with music.

Send for Catalog just off the press
Old Roman Semitone

Weights Given are Approximate. Cast on Uniform Line

7 A 15 a  18 Point Old Roman Semitone  4 1/4 lbs.  $3.35
NURSED BY LITTLE BROOKS
Merry Captive 34 Birds Singing

5 A 10 a  24 Point Old Roman Semitone  4 3/4 lbs.  $3.45
LATEST TYPE DESIGNS
Displayed in 52 this Book

3 A 5 a  36 Point Old Roman Semitone  6 5/8 lbs.  $5.00
GUITAR MUSIC
Scottish 67 Band

3 A 4 a  48 Point Old Roman Semitone  10 3/4 lbs.  $7.60
SILK HOSE
Choir 8 Sings

3 A 4 a  60 Point Old Roman Semitone  16 3/4 lbs.  $11.45
TIN 3 Ear

The Beauty Shop
SHOWING our New Models for 1913. These Beautiful Models have the undisputed attention of experts, and the result is most gratifying, giving us a finished product. In the Homer you find particular attention has been paid to the small details which are usually neglected in low price cars, and not often in higher price.

HOMER AUTOMOBILE COMPANY

We extend a special invitation to you to visit the largest exhibit at the show, also, be sure to receive a handsome and instructive book on Automobile Repairs.
ADSTYLE
Weights Given are Approximate. Cost on Uniform Line

MEN WHO TRIED TO MURDER KING DODO
Held For Alienist 32 to Decide on Sanity
12 A 23 a 18 Point Adstyle 49 lbs. $3.25

HANDSOME MAIDENS BEWITCH
And Urge Men 83 to Brave Deeds
6 A 11 a 30 Point Adstyle 67 lbs. $4.25

CORNER 5 Purchase
5 A 9 a 36 Point Adstyle 71 lbs. $4.35

STONE 6 Jewelry

NÚMEROUS DEADHEADS
Beseiged the 24 Entrances
8 A 16 a 24 Point Adstyle 65 lbs. $3.00

MORE 6 Honey
MINE 7 Lead
4 A 9 a 42 Point Adstyle 95 lbs. $3.80

3 A 3 a 120 Point Adstyle 36 lbs. $17.45

KEDZIE 9 Spring
BRUSH 3 Mind
SOME 2 Mire
4 A 7 a 54 Point Adstyle 14 lbs. $8.40
3 A 4 a 66 Point Adstyle 13 lbs. $8.60
3 A 4 a 72 Point Adstyle 14½ lbs. $8.45

Curious 9
Store 8
3 A 3 a 56 Point Adstyle 23½ lbs. $12.25
A Guide to Snappy Investments

January Investors seeking snappy, safety stability, attractive income and convertibility will find our January Investment Offerings a guide to safe and profitable investments.

We have have prepared an extensive list of first mortgage bonds in denominations of $500, $1,000 and $5,000, secured by first class, newly improved, centrally located, income-producing Bonton property.

We have sold first mortgage securities exclusively for thirty years without the loss of a dollar of principal or interest to any client.

There is no safer or better investment than a first mortgage security.

Write for our January circular No. 59.

E. Fournier & Company
Incorporated
29 Mortgage Avenue
Boston
PHONOGRAPHUS USED IN BURYING MEN
Mourners Thereat 6 Shed Genuine Tears

MONKEY 7 is Clever

BEGUN 8 Today

BRUISER 2 Michigan
MUNDER 6 System
ROUEN 5 House

ADSTYLE CONDENSED

27 A 55 a 10 Point Adstyle Condensed 3 lbs., $2.50
BROWNS REMEDY FOR DIVORCE EXTENDS GROUNDS Royal Commission Majority Futs Sexes on an Equal Footing 1234567890
25 A 48 a 12 Point Adstyle Condensed 5 lbs., $2.75
PROUD INDEED THAT THE FORTUNE HAS BEEN Mine to Mingle in Men 3 and Women Exercises
18 A 37 a 14 Point Adstyle Condensed 4 lbs., $3.00
EIGHT MEN HURT IN KENTUCKY MINE Caused By Explosions 4 Reach Four Today

COURTS REQUEST KEEPS GENT From Working 8 an Easy Town

Drunkards 9 OPEN WAR

SHOCKS 3 Miners

Near Run 7

Cream 8
TRIPS TO HOLLAND AND THE HAGUE

SUMMER 1912

PUBLISHED BY
CRESCENT STEAMSHIP COMPANY
TOURSTOWN, PA.

Franklin Linen Ledger Papers

BOND AND LINEN LEDGER PAPERS OUR SPECIALTY

FRANKLIN PAPER MILLS COMPANY
PAPERETTE COVERTOWN
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Column</th>
<th>Ad Style Black</th>
<th>Weight (lbs.)</th>
<th>Price ($)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16A 30a</td>
<td>12 Point Adstyle Black</td>
<td>3/4 lbs.</td>
<td>$2.75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**IMPROVED PROSPERITY CONDITIONS**

Care of Children 89 During May Month

**CURING MEN IN MEXICO**

Dreamers 76 Come True

**MORE HENS**

Bear 6 Pens

**MOCK 8 Land**

Fire 5 Coal Brokers 3

**NURSE 7 Frank**

Dish 9 Mash Near 2

**INCIDENTS OF HORSE CIRCUS**

Most Complete 54 on Exhibition

**SECURES GUNMEN**

Captain 32 Reports

**SIX MEMBERS**

House 4 Buyers

**EXPENSIVE PRESENTS WERE BOUGHT HERE**

We Have the Grandest Display of Modern Times Bargain Opportunities in 28 Used Iron Instruments

**YOUR HOME FURNISHED THROUGHOUT**

With Advantages of Our Famous Terms Bed Room Furniture 98 Latest Style Made

**12A 10a** | 14 Point Adstyle Black | 5/4 lbs. | $3.00 |

**12A 10a** | 24 Point Adstyle Black | 5/4 lbs. | $3.50 |

**4A 8a** | 30 Point Adstyle Black | 6/4 lbs. | $4.25 |
KENDS MEAT MARKET

We have no cold storage meat. It is our aim to sell the best meat at the lowest price. We desire to call our customers' attention that all orders have our careful attention.

MAIN MARKET, 2346 PACKINGTON AVENUE
Branch Stores: 9134 South Water Street and 2576 Butchers Street

IREBONES & HESBRICK
Painters and Scenic Decorators

Telephone—Mr. Wilson
Main 306—or Main 427

Landscape Avenue 145, Greenwich City

GILBURTE Paints

PRICE LIST & COLOR CHARTS
1913

GILBURTE Paint Company
MANSONIA

Defiance Cement

Study in New Cement
Undeics Furniture

An Introduction as to Possibilities of Cement
SELECTING CIGARS

Millions Spent on Smoking

Every smoker every time he smokes invests an installment on this immense amount. The manner of buying cigars has in the past been due to the absence of any reliable standard of cigar values. Until recently all but the highest priced cigars had always been sold without any definite assurance as to their quality or value and in nearly every case the responsibility of the retail dealer for cigars he sold were undependable.

The smoker of medium priced cigars has been at the mercy of thousands of brand names, plenty of them merely stock labels that left room for plain robbery.

Five years ago the dealer could offer the public no definite, reliable assurance of the quality of the cigars he sold, and the smokers of medium priced cigars could could not prevent these impositions. Today conditions are changed. In the past few years cigar quality has been immeasurably improved, and the new standard of quality is distinguished by a mark on every cigar.

How You Can Receive Value

The Geo. F. Haniman Cigar Company produces a great many classes of cigars, of characteristics varied to suit every whim and variety of the public taste. No one brand will suit all smokers, nor is any one man sure to be suited with any one brand for any considerable time.

What you want is a guarantee that covers a lot of brands, of different characteristics, so that you may make a selection in the comfortable assurance that whatever cigar suits your taste it will be the best value your money can buy and always uniform in quality and quantity as long as you smoke them continually.

The Geo. F. Haniman Cigar Company have established a distinctive mark of merit—a reliable standard of cigar qualities—this "H" mark of merit. Fundamentally this merit mark stands for honest cigar value in whatever cigar, wherever you buy it, and will prove to your own satisfaction to be generally the best made cigar for the same low price, as any other brand on the market.

GEO. F. HANIMAN CIGAR COMPANY
FACTORY: 325-327 HAVANA AVE.
SMOKEVILLE
Morocco Bound Cover Designs Now in Use

Specimen Book

Dinse-Farnum Paper Company
Upper Birchwood Avenue 433, Indianapolis

History of Cuba

Interestingly Written for Readers by
Alphonzo Gomez

Author of
"Travels in Havana"

Publisherville
Nineteenth Century Book Company
1913
ADSTYLE WIDE

Weights Given are Approximate. Cast on Uniform Line.

3 A 5 a  56 Point Adstyle Wide  10¾ lbs. $6.45
3 A 3 a  44 Point Adstyle Wide  10¾ lbs. $8.15
3 A 4 a  48 Point Adstyle Wide  17¾ lbs. $10.40
3 A 6 a  24 Point Adstyle Wide  7½ lbs. $3.50
3 A 11 a 18 Point Adstyle Wide  9¾ lbs. $3.03
3 A 18 a 12 Point Adstyle Wide  15½ lbs. $2.25
13 A 27 a  8 Point Adstyle Wide  2¾ lbs. $1.50

SOLDIERS ARE NOW
Making Brilliant Progress
Through the City’s Gates
123-456-7890

RUIN 2 Boat
Oak 3 BIN
NO 5 Cut

HIS MIXING
of the Waters
Made 8 Work

RUGS
Hurt 3

MORE 8 Remain
Nearer 7 GONE
"IN THE GARDEN SPOT OF THE UNIVERSE"

The Becan Valley Fruit Co.

ORANGES
GRAPE FRUIT
FIGS, DATES, APPLES
PEACHES
BANANAS

MELONS
TRUCK
FARMING IN ALL ITS
BRANCHES

GRAPES

Facts and Figures About Our Farm
AND VIEWS SHOWING ITS ACTUAL DEVELOPMENT

BECAN VALLEY FRUIT CO.
FRUITVILLE, TEXAS
SUSPECTED IN 52 BOGUE MURDER
DEFECTIVE 98 FIRE GRATE
LADIES 32 SUN FIGHT
GROW 24 WHEAT

ADSTYLE HEADLETTER
Weights Given are Approximate. Cast on Uniform Lines.

Houses 3 Bought
Even 6 Seams
Ice 4 Urn

Hedge 56 Minders
Grand 9 Humbug
Mine 2 Dump

Hose 3 Bind
Tinker 8
VIVID STORY OF PERIL IS TOLD
BY A PORTUGUESE GIRL OF NINE

Cables Break and Passengers Are Left on Steamer Rajah Off Portugal—Child Rescued Tells of Terrible Scenes

IN TERRIFIC HURRICANE

Many Are Swept Overboard by Waves and Perish—Awful Experiences

SIXTY THEATRES FOUND UNSAFE BY ARCHITECT

Warn Aldermen Many Buildings Would Collapse Under Tests

MEADE CRASH INQUIRY ON

The Investigating Committee Hears Evidence of Eight Building Inspectors

ALL ATTEMPT TO SHIFT BLAME

More than sixty theatres in Juneeville are alleged to be so weak structurally that they would cave in under a load test they should support if honestly built. Those who patronize these unsafe houses run a risk of not coming

R. C. Williamson of the public action committee of the Juneeville Architects' Business Association have notified Alderman J. H. Patterson, chairman of the council committee investigating the cause of the Meade theatre collapse, that such is the condition of many theaters elsewhere.

He said there are scores of legal fire-traps throughout the village, and we might expect a collapse or holocaust at any time. Contractors and architects should be held responsible, and extreme laws made to punish all violations, no matter how slight. graft governs too many officials and private citizens in all walks of life. Low-salaried officials try and make constituents pay for favor

NEW YORK EXCHANGE SHOWS GREAT ACTIVITY

HELD UP BY THE OLD BOARD

New York, Jan. 2.—The opening of the New Year on the stock exchange brought with it increased activity, a broader market, and pronounced strength. While the day's total transactions were not large, they represented an increase, and in the first hour as

MYSTERY IN MAN'S INJURY

Taken to New Hospital, Internally Injured Said to Be from Fall on Tracks. Will Recover Soon.

A man, dazed and bleeding from a wound on the right side of the head

The report shows an increase in the expenditures of $12,085.65. Annual budget, passed practically in shape, recommended by finance committee. Item of $285,750 for further payment on modern machines struck out by unanimous vote. Fund for investigators reduced.

Cut of 20 per cent—at least temporarily—in all employees' salaries approved approximately 50 to 15.

PAPER INCREASES TO 2-CENT RATE AGAIN

Bridgeport, Conn., Jan. 2.—The two daily newspapers here make the new year's announcement of an increase in price from 1 cent to 2 cents. It is declared that the increased cost of printing materials, particularly paper, coupled with the general higher cost of living, has made the advance in the price of the local newspapers necessary.

The government testimony of the own motion had fiendants dismissed charges against h. The men are now

Before taking h executive board in money having bee for counterfeiting written by him to eities, which he gtain veiled instruc drawn up. He sai work upon which ejployed and upon we men.

He also announce as certain of this increased notes in nine days ago, aft any who had helve and then had give government and d with the confessed. All the letters w various subordinat of business men ar ordered by the cou described him as giving an account as a matter of late there is said to be
PASTEL

Weights Given are Approximate. Cast on Uniform Line

THIS IS SCALY BUSINESS SAID THE OLD HEN AS HER OWNER
Appointed Shanks to Remove Lumps which Burrowing Insects Made
Bolus is a Disinfectant that Prevents Disease and Rids Fowl of Lice
12A 45a
6 Point Pastel
15% lbs., $2.00

INTEREST IN OUR DISPLAYS AT SIXTH ANNUAL
Automobile Show is Significant to Every Person
Who Expect to Purchase 26 Automobile This Year
13A 38a
12 Point Pastel
37% lbs., $3.75

MANY FOND GLANCES WERE THROWN
By Lady on Shore to Daring Young Sailor
Sailing to Cuba Last 64 Saturday Evening
11A 31a
34 Point Pastel
41% lbs., $5.00

SPEAKING HERE TODAY
Pointing to 94 Large Profits
6A 19a
24 Point Pastel
53% lbs., $3.40

DAY IN MISSOURI
Superb 23 Boating
4A 7a
36 Point Pastel
8% lbs., $5.13

MEN HIDE
Bad Dogs 3
5A 4a
60 Point Pastel
15% lbs., $9.35

UNCLE SAM WANTS ALL PATRIOTIC CITIZENS TO SEE THE
Making of a President at Washington March Fourth When Our
Beautiful National Capital will 54 be at its Liveliest and Best
17A 55a
10 Point Pastel
21/4 lbs., $3.25

NEW SPRING HATS ARE COMING
Before Easter and all the Ladies are
Cordially Invited 37 to their Opening
10A 37a
8 Point Pastel
21/4 lbs., $3.25

CORN BANK
Nice 45 Profit
4A 6a
48 Point Pastel
12% lbs., $7.75

HORSES
Endure 8
3A 3a
72 Point Pastel
17% lbs., $10.25
Northern Commission Company
Foreign and Domestic Fruits
New Orleans

Announcement
Ladies in this vicinity and surrounding towns are cordially invited to pay us a visit during our Spring Opening

Parisian Designed Costumes
The elaborate showing of individual style of character that predominates with us will be of unusual interest to all ladies, and the rich elegance of these creations elicit highest praises

Wednesdays and Saturdays
During November 1920

Le Grand Chic Parlors
No. 2543 Palais Royal Boulevard
PASTEL CONDENSED

Printing is the art of producing impressions from characters on paper or any other substance. 1934567890

24 A 41 a  8 Point Pastel Condensed  17/4 lbs.  $2.25

Women City Club to Aid Doll Paegant Many Dolls Donated. 23 Sold at Fancy Prices

21 A 44 a  10 Point Pastel Condensed  3/4 lbs.  $2.50

Turn Time Back and Be Youthful Dramatic Club Give 45 Comedy Tonight

21 A 39 a  12 Point Pastel Condensed  3/4 lbs.  $2.75

Snow Storm in Black Hills Home Tourists 56 Lose Their Way

16 A 31 a  14 Point Pastel Condensed  4 lbs.  $3.00

Skinem Novelty Bargains Bring Joy to 78 Many Buyers

13 A 24 a  16 Point Pastel Condensed  4 3/4 lbs.  $3.25

Bowling Schedule Draws Strong 23 Teams

9 A 18 a  18 Point Pastel Condensed  5 1/2 lbs.  $3.35

Fine Rain Coats American 45 Styles

5 A 30 a  26 Point Pastel Condensed  6 3/4 lbs.  $4.25

Diamond Mines Yielding Beautiful Precious 8 Stones

5 A 9 a  32 Point Pastel Condensed  9 lbs.  $5.40

Music Notes Not Rag 9 Time

5 A 8 a  42 Point Pastel Condensed  10 lbs.  $6.25

Type Faces Try 54 Kinds

5 A 8 a  48 Point Pastel Condensed  10 1/2 lbs.  $6.90

Spending The 56 Coin Bandage On 75 Arm

3 A 4 a  60 Point Pastel Condensed  9 3/4 lbs.  $5.90

DREAMS Exports 2
Announcement

The logical combination of left side drive with right hand control, places the driver in the proper position to handle the car with the greatest amount of safety in traffic, a very important factor in closed cars. The left side position of steering wheel, together with the Noris electrical starting and lighting system makes it possible to start and light the car without stepping into the street.

The J. M. Noris & Company Div., Springfield

Sterling Silver Candlesticks for Wedding Presents

Bridal gifts are difficult to decide no matter how artistic your taste may be. Let us make the choice of your bridal gift. Just present this card and we will show you.

Tinker & Company of Rocelle

29 Rose Avenue Society Silversmiths 37 Main Street

FROGWOOD LANDING

Bensonharbor, Michigan

Rates $6.50 per Week
June and July

Kempton & Hoover
Proprietors
20 A 40a  5 Point Pastel Bold  1 lb., $3.00
SUPERIOR COPPER-MIXED METAL TYPE COMMANDS RESPECT FROM PLANTS
Where the Best Printing Is the Desire of Critical Proprietors and Skilled Workmen
1234567890

23A 41a  6 Point Pastel Bold  1 1/4 lbs., $2.00
PRINTERS KNOW THE WEARING QUALITIES OF OUR FACES
Consequently Repeat Orders Come 25 From All Over the Country

19A 38a  8 Point Pastel Bold  2 1/2 lbs., $2.25
SATISFIED CUSTOMERS ARE A DELIGHT TO US
As They Fully Prove Our 76 Often Repeated Claims

4A 4a  50 Point Pastel Bold  7 lbs., $4.35
SOLID FACES
Display 79 Best

3A 6a  66 Point Pastel Bold  8 1/2 lbs., $5.05
READ HERE
Wise 98 Hint

PASTEL
BOLD
Weights Given Below Are Approximate
Char and Unlined Line

Fancy Character Fonts
CHARACTERS

A R f n

5 Point, 1 to 4 inclusive $0.05
6 Point, 1 to 4 inclusive $0.05
10 Point, 1 to 4 inclusive $0.10
12 Point, 1 to 4 inclusive $0.15
14 Point, 1 to 4 inclusive $0.20
16 Point, 1 to 4 inclusive $0.25
18 Point, 1 to 4 inclusive $0.30
20 Point, 1 to 4 inclusive $0.35
24 Point, 1 to 4 inclusive $0.40
28 Point, 1 to 4 inclusive $0.45
30 Point, 1 to 4 inclusive $0.50
36 Point, 1 to 4 inclusive $0.55
38 Point, 1 to 4 inclusive $0.60
40 Point, 1 to 4 inclusive $0.65
48 Point, 1 to 4 inclusive $0.70
60 Point, 1 to 4 inclusive $0.75
72 Point, 1 to 4 inclusive $0.80

10 A 50a  10 Point Pastel Bold  3 1/2 lbs., $3.50
DUST PROOF CABINETS SAVE WORK
We Have Them 263 in All Sizes for You

14A 28a  12 Point Pastel Bold  5 1/2 lbs., $2.75
OUR ELECTRIC WELDED CHASES
Meet All the 94 Requirements Best

12A 25a  14 Point Pastel Bold  5 1/4 lbs., $3.00
KEEP ADDING YOUR MONEY
And Invest in 32 More Faces

9A 16a  18 Point Pastel Bold  5 1/2 lbs., $3.00
SOMETHING TO CHEER
And Make 91 Customers

5A 10a  24 Point Pastel Bold  5 1/4 lbs., $3.50
BRIGHTEN WEEKS
Leads and 79 Slugs

GOOD 8 Mixer
Hits 4 NEAR
MEN 8 Sun

HIS 9 Nick
Rain 3 IN

3A 5a  48 Point Pastel Bold  12 1/2 lbs., $7.55

3A 4a  54 Point Pastel Bold  14 1/2 lbs., $8.75

3A 4a  60 Point Pastel Bold  10 3/4 lbs., $10.10

3A 3a  72 Point Pastel Bold  21 1/2 lbs., $12.50
Soldiers
Flowers
Excursion
from
Denver
to
Palmer Lake
Golden
Georgetown
Manitou Springs
Cripple Creek
by the Famous
Tourist's
Route
FULL INFORMATION
AT THE UNION DEPOT

ROMAN
THE NAME OF OUR VERY LATEST

Catalogue of INKS

Pastel Color Company
Inkville

ROSS CO.
Book Sellers
FORUM 56 Honors
FARM 32 Acres
TAKE 78 Home
RED 49 Rats
CUT 23 Pan
MEN 4 Bet
MARTIN CRAFTS
BRONZE & IRON WORKS

STATUARY
LARGE OR SMALL
CASTINGS

PHONE MAIN 782
563 Mechanic Ave.
KANSAS CITY

ARTISTIC
BRASS AND IRON
FIXTURES

ELEVATOR TRIMMINGS, BANK, OFFICE and STORE FIXTURES

Remember
WHEN IN NEED OF
FURNITURE
HARDWARE
BUILDING MATERIALS

1913  MARCH  1913
SUN  MON  TUE  WED  THU  FRI  SAT
2  3  4  5  6  7  8
9  10  11  12  13  14  15
16  17  18  19  20  21  22
23  24  25  26  27  28  29

MARSHMALLOWS
Empire Candy Co.
MANUFACTURERS OF
CANDIES

ABSOLUTELY PURE
326-328 South Wintergreen Avenue
NOUGATE, KANSAS

America's Greatest Mail Order Confectionery Factory

We Are Up-to-Date
DELAYED SHIPMENT OF ABOUT SIXTY Trunks of Better Grade came to us Friday. Instead of returning them to the factory we place them on sale today at one-half price, All are Canvas covered with Heavy Leather Straps Cloth Lined with Two Deep Trays. Must be sold within 63 days at your price.

RENNETZOUS OF AMERICA YOU Find Keenest Social Pleasures and Wonderful Medicinal Waters Equal To Galle also Exercises in this Fine Climate brings renewal of Tingling Health which Justifies the Legend That Rendezvous 25 is Magnificent

NUMEROUS SUMMER RESORTS AND POINTS OF Interest in Wisconsin Offer Attractions to the Lover of Nature in Search of a Place for a Summer Outing Far Enough Away From Sisstled Points to Get In True Touch with Nature Yet Conveniently Accessible by Excellent Transportation Facilities of Cambria Boats As One Looks Across Hoskagon Lake they see the Beautiful Wooded Shores of North Hoskagon which Is Situated Upon High Shulls Overlooking Hoskagon and Bear Lakes. In Summer White Stalls of Boats Dot SURface of Lakes But Perhaps the Best That Can Be Said of Hoskagon and Its Numerous Resorts and Parks is in Line of Summer Homes for Convensient Few Weeks of its Air will Give You Renewed Health And Strength also Abundance of Energy for Winter

MAN FIRST CARRIED LOAD ON HIS BACK Then He Dragged it Over the Ground Then He Invented the Wheel and Drew Load in a Cart. Next Man Tamed a Wild Beast and Made the Beast Haul the Cart 67 Then Followed the Ox

YOU CAN PAY MORE Money for 39 Features

MOST OF PARTICIPANTS IN Chorus Arrived at the Door Gymnasium at Right Hour and Found Door Locked they were Dressed for Rehearsals so they Knocked Many Times and Tried Every Entrance 83 to Building

LAKE CHAUTAQUA PRESENTS IDEAL Condition for Vacation of Rest and Comfort Although the Region is Much Animated by Movements of Summer Life and where the Visitor May Pass Time Lounging in Shades Along the Shore and in Other Restful Ways Days are Balmly and Refreshing and Nights Always Cool and Restful, You Sleep Sound. And What Contributes More to the Benefit Derived from a Vacation than Restful Sleep The Question of Living Expense is One that Adjusts Itself Readily to a Modest Purse as Vacation Here can be Enjoyed at Low Cost

IT GOES OUT UPON ITS CAREER Backed by Company Capitalized at Six Hundred Thousand Dollars Cash And We Expect 73 More in Future

EIGHTY PER CENT OF OUR Concerns All Over the World Endurance is 37 Its Specialty
BATHING BEACH
Summer 42 Frolic
SURE 8 Came
MEN 4 Near
SIREN 7 Dream
BED 5 Side
ENNY BROTHERS & COMPANY
LIGHT MINING MACHINERY MANUFACTURERS
MANITOWOC
Phone Maitland 396
Automatic 44-7802

THE TEMPLE OF THE SUN
A STORY OF OLD JAPAN
TRANSLATED FROM THE ORIGINAL AND
PUBLISHED BY
MABEL EDYTH HAYNES
HISTORY CLUB SERIES

NORIS DENNIS
JAMES FORD

THE W. A. DENNISFORD
AUTOMATIC
SEPARATOR
KNOWN THE WORLD OVER

NEW YORK
BOSTON
EXCEPTIONALLY LOW FARES
VIA
PANAMA R. R.
From CHICAGO
SOUTH, EAST and WEST
ALABAMA, FLORIDA
ARKANSAS, MISSOURI
GEORGIA, TEXAS
LOUISIANA, NASSAU

ONE WAY          ROUND TRIP
$ 3.70          Springfield       5 7.40
5.60           St. Louis         11.00
16.41          Birmingham, Ala.  32.94
21.98          Mobile, Ala.      39.10
17.00          Tuscaloosa, Ala.  35.00
16.30          Little Rock, Ark.  25.60
16.62          Ft. Smith, Ark.   27.20
17.49          Hot Springs, Ark.  39.50
20.00          Macon, Ga.       41.00
24.39          Valdosta, Ga.    32.30
24.55          Savannah, Ga.   32.50
26.15          Jacksonville, Fla. 44.10
29.90          New Smyrna, Fla. 37.65
35.15          West Palm Beach, Fla. 42.90
37.15          Miami, Fla.     44.90
31.95          Tampa, Fla.     36.50
31.95          St. Petersburg, Fla. 36.50
24.39          Ft. Myers, Fla. 36.55

PARTICULARS AT THE CHICAGO
CITY TICKET OFFICE
952 WEST BROAD STREET
Phone Central 3567 and Automatic 269-655
and have tickets delivered to your
office or residence
FRANK FOSTER, D. P. A.

Our New Plan to Help You to Form the Savings Habit

NOW are you one of those who have intended to save something regularly out of your pay envelope each week but have simply never got started? If you are here is a plan that will help you. Many thousands of people have taken up this plan and are now successful business people. We are Established Over Twenty Years. No investor has ever lost a dollar of principal or interest on any investment since this Club was founded. Call at your earliest convenience and let us explain to you the purpose of

The National Trust Weekly Savings Club

Four dollars will make you a member. The dues are only two dollars a week. We will put the money to work for your benefit, and when the Club term is up you will find a bank book with over fifty dollars to your credit, without having missed the money. Now if you will reason; you will find that the above plan is to your benefit, and you will get started at once with The National Trust Weekly Savings Club. The conservative investor seeking safety of principal together with the highest safe interest returns finds the solution of his investment problem in First Mortgage Loans. We own and offer a great variety of such loans.

ALL YOUR INVESTMENTS ARE CAREFULLY SAFEGUARDED.

BOND DEPARTMENT
THE NATIONAL TRUST & SAVINGS BANK
ORGANIZED AS NATIONAL SAVINGS BANK 1882. INCORPORATED 1908
NATIONAL TRUST BUILDING
BROADWAY BETWEEN WASHINGTON AND MARKET STREETS
CHICAGO

BOSTON      ATLANTA      ST. LOUIS      CLEVELAND
CANDY MAKER 4 Imitate Solid

NATIONAL TRUST 39 Guarantees Titles

RESCUING THE PROFITS FROM 58 Markets on Strawberries

MOBS BESIEGE TOWN 57 Chinese Newest Rice

MINER DIGS 3 Formation STORES 2 Premiums

HEARD 6 Stories SUBURB 7 Sections

HOME FUNDS 5 Kind Man
ANNUAL INVENTORY
FURNITURE SALE FURNITURE

SAVE 50% ON FURNITURE AT OUR STORE THIS WEEK

THE HOUSEHOLD FAIR offers to you during this sale a tremendous selection of bargains. In order to reduce stock to the lowest point before annual inventory, and to make room for new goods purchased from the Furniture Exhibition here and in Grand Falls, we have slashed prices right and left. When we cut our own prices it means a saving to you of fifty per cent and more. We have made big price reductions in every department of our big store, but the furniture section has been selected for the scene of special slaughter. We quote:

A FEW OF THE REMARKABLE VALUES WE HAVE TO OFFER YOU

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Description</th>
<th>Retail Value</th>
<th>Former Price</th>
<th>Sale Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>365 REVOLVING SEAT Davenport</td>
<td>$45.00</td>
<td>$32.50</td>
<td>$24.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>368 COMBINATION WRITING DESK AND BOOKCASES</td>
<td>20.00</td>
<td>12.75</td>
<td>10.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6660 AUTOMATIC RED DAVENPORT</td>
<td>22.50</td>
<td>17.50</td>
<td>10.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>206 LADIES MANGANESE WRITING DESK</td>
<td>13.50</td>
<td>9.75</td>
<td>6.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 GOLDEN OAK PRINCESS DRESSERS</td>
<td>12.50</td>
<td>8.50</td>
<td>5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>546 MASSIVE GOLDEN OAK ROCKERS</td>
<td>40.40</td>
<td>27.76</td>
<td>23.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

THE HOUSEHOLD FAIR
Furniture, Carpets, Rugs, Linoleum, Oil Cloth, Gas and Gasoline Stoves
WE FURNISH THE HOME FROM CELLAR TO ATTIC
HOMESTEAD, MICH. OUR LIBERAL CREDIT PLAN IS VERY POPULAR

ANNUAL WESTERN HOMSEEKERS EXCURSION

Here is a special opportunity to inspect the money-making possibilities of the West. Very low excursion rates in effect March 30th to October 30th inclusive, via the "Rocky Mountain Route"

TO THE PACIFIC COAST AND INTERMEDIATE POINTS

Here is your chance to see Nature at her best. Green fields of growing crops, fruit trees covered with blossoms and live stock feeding on the hillsides and plains. A superb trip over a superb route. Through Tourist Sleeping Cars. Personally Conducted Excursions. Splendid Accommodations for Comfort. Scenery of exceptional interest and beauty. Extra low excursion rates to

SEATTLE, SPOKANE, PORTLAND, VANCOUVER

DAIRY FARMING TACOMA, COLUMBUS NEARBY MARKET

and many other points in the West, Northwest and Northwestern Canada and the Territory of Alaska, traveling over a smooth, stone-balasted roadbed, through the pure air from snow-capped mountains, free from dust and soot.

Write, Call or Phone for Complete Information
Get the "Rocky Mountain Route" Excursion rates before you decide. Let us help you plan your trip. We send you maps, booklets and descriptions of various points. Our information bureau is maintained for your benefit.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN ROUTE
WILLIAM H. STONEBREAKER
PASSenger TRAFFIC AGENT
349 TERMINAL BUILDING, 678 BROADWAY
SOUTHAMPTON

ROCKY MOUNTAIN ROUTE
MODERN
GOTHIC TITLE
Weights Given are Approximate. Cent-in-Cap Line

28 A 6 Point Modern Gothic Title No. 1 ½ lb. $2.00
RECOGNIZED AS ONE OF THE MOST BEAUTIFUL COMPLETE
RESIDENCE HOTELS IN THE WORLD. THE SCENE OF BEAUTY
1234567890

17 A 10 Point Modern Gothic Title No. 5 1¾ lb. $1.40
EVERY HOME NEEDS THIS FINE REMEDY OF MILD
RELIABLE LAXATIVE TONIC FOR NONE IS BETTER

16 A 10 Point Modern Gothic Title No. 6 1¾ lb. $1.40
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF ART
MAKES FINE 23 REPUTATION

15 A 12 Point Modern Gothic Title 2 lbs. $1.50
HAS SET A NEW STANDARD
FOR SOCIAL 45 GATHERING

10 A 18 Point Modern Gothic Title 3½ lbs. $2.15
HE DRIVES THE EIGHT
HIGH SEAT 67 TRUCKS

FRENCH STATES
HAVE 31 DANCE

SEATING CAPACITY FOR
MORE THAN 63 HUNDRED

REST CURE HIS JOB
LOADING 4 CANDIES

FINE GREEN SIGN
BROWN 5 BRICKS

EACH 4 FINE

GROCERIES 6
FAINTING BEAR ROPES 5 TAKEN

BRUSHES BIG POINT 8 MINE

BANDITS 4

RAW HIDE 6

MODERN GOTHIC TITLE

EDUCATE YOURSELF HERE IS A CHANCE PRIVATE MUSIC LESSON REASONABLE ON FIRST AND LAST DAY 23 OF EACH MONTH

SAYS HE SHOULD HOLD COUNTRY RESPONSIBLE FOR 48 DECREASING

NEW LUMBER CAR PRINTER 67 GUIDE

FAMOUS TRUCKS MOVING 89 CARS

SPONGE SALE COLD 34 NECK
DUMPER STOVE CO.

MANUFACTURERS OF THE CELEBRATED

NICK STOVES AND RANGES

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS - 293 TO 294 SOUTH SAN FRANCISCO AVENUE
SAINT LOUIS
MISSOURI
NEW YORK TIMES
MARCH 8, 1913

**EXCELLENT 29 EARNINGS**

**EXCELLENT 29 EARNINGS**

**KNOWN MEN 59 GAMBLERS**

**KNOWN MEN 59 GAMBLERS**

**CUBS START 23 FOR FLORIDA**

**CUBS START 23 FOR FLORIDA**

**INDICT FOURTEEN ON A CHARGE OF GRANT**

**INDICT FOURTEEN ON A CHARGE OF GRANT**

**FRIECE 62 GOULS**

**FRIECE 62 GOULS**

**POLITICIANS CAPTURED 36 LEGISLATORS**

**POLITICIANS CAPTURED 36 LEGISLATORS**

**SINGLE TERM BILL PASSED BY SENATE**

**SINGLE TERM BILL PASSED BY SENATE**

**WIN BY ONE VOTE**

**WIN BY ONE VOTE**

**STILL THE TONE IN CRIMES & AND DOMESTIC MARKET**

**STILL THE TONE IN CRIMES & AND DOMESTIC MARKET**

**WRIT OF MURDER FOR THE putC 600 COUNTRY FROM MURDERS**

**WRIT OF MURDER FOR THE putC 600 COUNTRY FROM MURDERS**
GREAT BATTLE AT THE FRONTIER
Cannons Shatter 32 Stone Houses

SKINEM SAVINGS BANK
Must Close 45 Its Doors

REVIVE 86 Women

DUCK HUNT 5 More Broiled

ORCHESTRA 53 Grand Soloists
NIGHTINGALE SEEKING WARM SUNSHINE
Flees from Captivity 23 in Novel Disguise

SPECIAL FISH LUNCHEON
Served After 45 Midnight

FIRST ENGINE HOUSE
Destroyed 67 by Storm

REducing BIG 4 Manufacture

RESTING EASY 98 His Task is Done
THREE NEW TRAINS TO SUMMERLAND

Avoid the sleet, snow and cold winter. Go West—to Summerland, the land of perpetual sunlight, beauty and health.

The Personally Conducted Tours of the Daylight Route to Summerland afford you an opportunity to see the scenic beauties of the West at an extremely low cost. The tourist sleepers used in this service, provide for a thoroughly comfortable and pleasant journey.

A courteous, well informed Daylight Tourist Agent will accompany you all the way to the ‘land of Winter roses’.

You will find him politely attentive, eager to point out the wonders of nature along the way, anxious to fulfill your every wish. You can save money by taking advantage of this tourists' service. Don’t delay. Go to-day.

SUMMERLAND CITY
PASSenger OFFICE
243 EAST SUNSHINE BOULEVARD

Train No. 127 runs from Chicago to Summerland, a distance of 510 miles in six hours and twenty-two minutes.

Train No. 128 runs from Chicago to Beautyland, a distance of 455 miles in four hours and twenty minutes.

Train No. 129 runs from Chicago to Happyland, a distance of 305 miles in three hours and thirty-five minutes.

All trains have a 12-Section Drawing-room and Compartment Sleeping Car, Cafe Dining Coach, Buffet, Smoking and Observation Parlor Cars. Carries Baggage. Stop-overs allowed at Toyland and Dreamland only on Round-trip tickets issued every six months.

Detailed information concerning tickets, rates, etc., to any part in the land of the Midnight Sun cheerfully furnished.
MONUMENT ERECTED TO FIVE DEAD HEROES

Remains of Capt. Scott and Companions Left in the Antarctic Region

TERRA NOVA ARRIVES IN PORT

Commander Forbids His Subordinates to Speak of Tragic Side of Expedition

CHRISTCHURCH, New Zealand, Feb. 12.—The Nova Terra, the vessel which took Captain Robert F. Scott to the Antarctic on his way to the south pole and which returned there to bring him back, but instead brought the news of his and his four companions' heroic death, arrived in port this morning.

The Terra Nova brought every written record of the southern party, including the private diaries, which will be handed to the relatives of the dead explorers.

Captain Scott kept a daily record until March 24 and spent the last day writing messages to the public.

The bodies could have been brought back, according to Commander Evans, but all agreed to leave them in their white mantle, where they had worked and died.

The Terra Nova will sail for home

START PACKAGES BY PARCELS POST TO RACE EXPRESS

One Firm Sends Seventy Pieces by New and Old Service

TRANSCONTINENTAL TEST

Receivers Will Wire Results to Show Which Means is the Most Practical

LAW EFFECTIVE AT MIDNIGHT

WASHINGTON, D. C., Jan 15—This morning marked the inauguration of the parcels post system, all over the United States. One hundred and fifty people stood in line at eight o'clock anxious to take advantage of the low rates offered by the government.

Present indications assure absolute success of this popular addition to our
TOPIC No. 5

WORK GETS SUCCESS
Then Your 7 Pleasure

HIS SUNDAY REST
Rightly 86 Earned

SHARE BOND
Stock 2 Acre

IS Fine 3

FIRE WORKER
Piston 5 Rods

HAS MERIT
Far 9 More

TRUE FRIENDS AFFORD HAPPINESS
And Friends are 50 Needed Always

FIRESIDE CHEER AT HOME
Makes Life 83 the Brightest

HARD KNOCKS TAUGHT
Wisdom to 534 People

SHARPEN PINS
First 8 Interest

KIND RAIN
Sun 6 Dog
ANNUAL BANQUET

The White Oak Canoe Club

GIVEN BY THE OFFICERS AND MEMBERS TO THEIR LADY FRIENDS

HOTEL REMINGTON
February the Twenty-Second
AT EIGHT O'CLOCK

SOME OF THE POPULAR FEATURES OF THE REX BOOK SHOP

Rare Books, Fine Binding, Editions De Luxe
Religious and Holiday Books
Miscellaneous Books, both New and Old
Old Engravings, Etchings, Color Prints
Portraits of Celebrated People

UNIVERSITY BUILDING REX BOOK SHOP COR. RUGBY AND OXFORD

CONCERT PROGRAMME
OF THE
Clifton Park League
WEST SIDE AUDITORIUM
WEDNESDAY EVENING
FEBRUARY TWELFTH

OVERTURE Orchester

PRESIDENT'S WELCOME Mr. Samuel R. Chase

THE LORLEY Orchester

SOPRANO SOLO — Melodie Debusse
Mrs. C. F. Anderson

VIOLIN SOLO — Meditation Mietzke
Mr. Arthur L. Hunter

ALTO SOLO — Bisca's Song Foote
Miss Corinne Nichols

HARP SOLO — Waltz Browne
Miss Angeline Rhodes

ORCHESTRA — The Patrol Orchestra

READING — The Spartan Sousa
Miss Clio Marie Simpson

CORNET SOLO — La Galite Pryor
Mr. William Morris Vickers

ACME FLORAL CO.

GARDENS AND GREENHOUSES, CLOVERDALE, WISCONSIN

EXPERT DECORATORS FOR SOCIETY RECEP TIONS
WEDDINGS, CLUBS, LODGES

Corsage Bouquets, Bridal Wreaths, Funeral Designs.
Flowers for All Special Occasions

REMEMBER WE ARE AS NEAR TO YOU AS YOUR PHONE

WM. ASTER
PHONE DAISY 5678
890 Park Ave.
ENGRAVERS ROMAN CONDENSED

Weights Given are Approximate. Cast on Cup Line.

48 A
6 Point Engravers Roman Condensed No. 1
3 lb. $1.00

6 lb. $2.00

LET THE PRINTERS OR ANY OTHER BUSINESS MAN HIRE WORK THAT EACH PIECE OF WORK SHOULD BE COMPROMISING AND FOR ITSELF NO MATTER WHAT IT MAY BE THAT THE PRINTERS SHOULD INFLICT INCONSISTENCIES AND NOT TRY TO BE SUCCESFUL BY MIXING WITH THE PRINTERS SHOULD BE SUMMARIZED WORK ELIMINATING THE THREE ELEMENTS OF ATTENTION FANCY AND SUCCESFUL PERFECTION RELIES ON TO MAKE SUCH SUCCESSIONS WE SHOULD LIKE BACKWARD AT LEAST ONE EIGHT OR TWO FIVE TO ENSURE THE PRINTERS SHOULD BE SUMMARIZED WORK ELIMINATING THE THREE ELEMENTS OF ATTENTION FANCY AND SUCCESFUL PERFECTION RELIES ON TO MAKE SUCH SUCCESSIONS WE SHOULD LIKE BACKWARD AT LEAST ONE EIGHT OR TWO FIVE TO ENSURE

42 A
6 Point Engravers Roman Condensed No. 2
3 lb. $1.00

BEAUTIFUL PRINTING IS AN ENSUREAS AS IN ANY OTHER BUSINESS MAN HIRE WORK THAT EACH PIECE OF WORK SHOULD BE COMPROMISING AND FOR ITSELF NO MATTER WHAT IT MAY BE THAT THE PRINTERS SHOULD INFLICT INCONSISTENCIES AND NOT TRY TO BE SUCCESFUL BY MIXING WITH THE PRINTERS SHOULD BE SUMMARIZED WORK ELIMINATING THE THREE ELEMENTS OF ATTENTION FANCY AND SUCCESFUL PERFECTION RELIES ON TO MAKE SUCH SUCCESSIONS WE SHOULD LIKE BACKWARD AT LEAST ONE EIGHT OR TWO FIVE TO ENSURE

37 A
6 Point Engravers Roman Condensed No. 3
3 lb. $1.00

THERE IS NO ART FOR ARTS SAKE IT EXISTS FOR MAN AND CAN BE WORTHY ONLY BY BEING USEFUL THE LUXURIOUS PALACE GROW OUT OF THE BUD THAT SHOULDERED FROM HIBERNATION AND MAIN SOME LUXURIOUS FISHMAN CLOTHED IN SKINS OF THE LEAVES OF THE BEASTS OF THE FOREST ALL ART IS IN BORN OF MAN'S CRAVING FOR HIGHER AND BETTER THINGS

29 A
6 Point Engravers Roman Condensed No. 4
3 lb. $1.00

A GREAT DEAL OF THE JOYS OF LIFE CONSISTS IN DOING PERFECTLY OR AT LEAST TO THE BEST OF ONE'S ABILITY EVERYTHING WHICH ONE ATTEMPTS TO DO BE IT GREAT OR SMALL

25 A
8 Point Engravers Roman Condensed No. 5
1 lb. $1.25

THE SMALLEST THING WELL DONE BECOMES ARTISTIC A BUSINESS CARD SET WITH PROPER TYPE 45 CAN BE MADE A WORK OF ART

25 A
10 Point Engravers Roman Condensed No. 6
1 lb. $1.40

THE PARKS THROUGHOUT THE BOROUGH ARE WORLDS FAMOUS FOR THEIR GARDEN 67 OF BEAUTIFUL ROSES

17 A
12 Point Engravers Roman Condensed
1 lb. $1.50

WORK FOR THE GOOD 29 OF THE PRINTERS

13 A
14 Point Engravers Roman Condensed
2 lb. $1.35

THE WEDDING 78 ANNIVERSARY

11 A
18 Point Engravers Roman Condensed
3 lb. $2.00

THE BARLEY CROP 56 REPORTS ARE FINE

8 A
24 Point Engravers Roman Condensed
4 lb. $2.60

WHEAT GROWERS 43 COMBINE

8 and 10 Point may be ordered on 12 Point body as 12 Point No. 7 and 8 respectively

112
WOODSON, SCOTT & WILSON
MINING BROKERS
22 HAMMOND TERRACE
CHICAGO

Woodson, Scott & Wilson
Mining Brokers
22 Hammond Terrace
Chicago
ENGRavers TITLE
CONDENSED

WEIGHTS GIVEN ARE APPROXIMATE. USE ON CAP LINE.

3 A 6 Point Engravers Title Condensed No. 1 4 lb. $1.00
THE ART OF PRINTING SHOULD BE FOSTERED AND CHERISHED NOT
CHIEFLY FOR THE JOY OF IT BUT TO RECOGNIZE ALSO THE
MOST OF ITS IMMENSE USES FOR EDUCATION.

22 A 6 Point Engravers Title Condensed No. 2 3 1/4 lb. $1.00
THE COMMERCIAL PRINTER OF TODAY MUST BE AN
ARTISTIC WORKMAN IF HE EXPECTS TO KEEP UP
WITH THE PROGRESS OF 56 HIS CRAFT IN MODERN

21 A 8 Point Engravers Title Condensed No. 3 1 1/8 lb. $1.25
PRINTERS INKS ALTHOUGH DARK ARE THE
LIGHT OF THE WORLD 65 A GREAT BOOMER

20 A 10 Point Engravers Title Condensed No. 5 1 1/4 lb. $1.40
AS PATHFINDERS FOR 49 BUSINESS PROSPERITY

18 A 10 Point Engravers Title Condensed No. 6 1 1/8 lb. $1.40
STATIONERS AND 98 PRINTERS ARE BUSY

16 A 12 Point Engravers Title Condensed No. 8 2 1/8 lb. $1.50
EVERYBODY ON 26 THEIR METTLE

12 A 14 Point Engravers Title Condensed 2 1/8 lb. $1.75
HUSTLING UP 56 THE WORK

8 A 20 Point Engravers Title Condensed 3 1/4 lb. $2.25
BONNER 78 SPRINGS

36 A 6 Point Engravers Title Condensed No. 15 4 lb. $1.00
JUST THE TYPE FOR NEAT
STATIONERY 64 PRINTING

9 A 18 Point Engravers Title Condensed 5 lb. $2.00

6 A 24 Point Engravers Title Condensed 4 1/4 lb. $2.60

5 A 30 Point Engravers Title Condensed 5 1/2 lb. $3.25

4 A 36 Point Engravers Title Condensed 6 1/2 lb. $3.75

SUBLIME 8 SHADOWS

4 A 42 Point Engravers Title Condensed 7 1/2 lb. $4.50

3 A 48 Point Engravers Title Condensed 9 lb. $5.40

FIX 8 TIN TONES 2

MARK 3 TIME

VARIETY OF 17 THE SIZES

GHOSTS 8 DRIVEN
EMINENCE, KY.

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK

PAY THE TO ORDER OF

$___

DOLLARS

THE EMINENCE CHEAP GROCERY

EMINENCE, KENTUCKY

MESSRS. JORDEN & SON. ANNOUNCE THE OPENING OF THEIR NEW ROOMS WITH A LINE OF IMPORTED MATERIALS FOR TAILORED GARMENTS, SUPERIOR TO THOSE WE OFFERED OUR CUSTOMERS AND FRIENDS IN PAST SEASONS AND WOULD BE DELIGHTED TO RECEIVE A CALL IN PERSON AND EXTEND YOU OUR COURTESIES

1913

JORDEN & SON, 16 SOUTH GARMOVER STREET, ROCHESTER, MARYLAND

1914

JOHN HERSCHMAN & CO.

STOCKS AND BONDS

DEARBORN

NEW YORK CITY

HINDS' SOFTSKIN CREAM

YOUR CHEEKS FRESHEN WITH RENEWED HEALTH. YOUR SKIN TAKES ON ITS NATURAL SOFT, SMOOTH AND CLEAR TEXTURE, IF USED REGULARLY.

WE GUARANTEE HINDS SOFTSKIN IT PREVENTS IRRITATION AND CHAPPING WHEN APPLIED BEFORE AND AFTER EXPOSURE AND AT NIGHT.

MANUFACTURED BY A. S. HINDS & SONS

CREAM CITY, OHIO
AFTER OUR GOLF GAME

RECEPTION AND BALL

EXPLOITS OF OUR HEROES RECOUNTED

YE GOLFER CLUB
CHICAGO

LINING ENGRAVERS ROMAN
Weights Given are Approximate Cost on a Cap Line

34 A 6 Point Lining Engravers Roman No. 1 1/2 lb. $1.00
AT THE RENT WE ARE NOT THE RESULTS OF A HIGHLY COMPETITIVE AGE WE DEVELOP COMMERCIAL ENGRAVERS ACCORDING TO OUR ENVIRONMENT PROFIT IS THE SOLE INCENTIVE TO OWNERSHIP PROFIT GIVES INCENTIVE TO OWN OWNERSHIP INCENTIVE TO OWN CLASSIC LANDMARK

23 A 6 Point Lining Engravers Roman No. 2 1/2 lb. $1.00
THE MORE I SEE OF MEN THE BETTER I LOVE MY DOG JONSON SAYS O'NEIL IN HIS DAY WAS COMPOSED ALTOGETHER OF ABOUT 88 PEOPLE MOSTLY DUKES

18 A 6 Point Lining Engravers Roman No. 3 1/8 lb. $1.00
WE IN THE UNITED STATES NUMBER MORE AND DISPLAY MOSTLY 49 BRILLIANT MEN

17 A 8 Point Lining Engravers Roman No. 4 1/4 lb. $1.25
NOW COME GREEK AND TROJAN TO ASK OF YOU 34 COMPARISONS

14 A 10 Point Lining Engravers Roman No. 5 1/5 lb. $1.40
THAT DOG FOX ULYSSES A MAN OF 20 YEARS WOE

11 A 12 Point Lining Engravers Roman 2 lbs. $1.50
PRINTER 13 LAUGHS

8 A 18 Point Lining Engravers Roman 3/4 lb. $2.15
HERO 23 DIED

5 A 24 Point Lining Engravers Roman 3/8 lb. $2.50
GREEKS 2

8 and 10 Point may be ordered on a 12 Point Body as 12 Point Nos.
6 and 7 respectively

VOL. I

TROJAN TALES

HOMERIC LEGENDS RE- TOLD

PUBLISHED BY THE CLASS OF '12
COMMERCIAL ACCOUNTS

HAVING AMPLE CAPITAL AND SURPLUS IN PROPORTION TO ITS DEPOSIT LIABILITY A BUSINESS CAREFULLY ORGANIZED IN ALL DEPARTMENTS AND BEING COMMITTED TO A CONSERVATIVE POLICY THIS BANK INVITE THE ACCOUNTS OF INDIVIDUALS, FIRMS, MERCANTILE HOUSES, BANKS AND HANKERS DESIRING CLOSE ATTENTION TO THEIR NEEDS AND THE BEST POSSIBLE SERVICE

UNION NATIONAL BANK
7123 COMMERCIAL AVENUE, MOBILE, MO.

FARMER'S STATE BANK
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS, $1,250,000.00

PAY TO THE ORDER OF

DOLLARS

BOYVILLE MERCANTILE CO.

BY: ________________________

TREASURER

Boyville, Mich. 191
DINNER HOUR

PROGRAM

MISS DEVINE Soprano
MISS WELCH Alto
MR. KEHL Baritone
MR. NORMAN Tenor
RIGOLETTO Quartette
LA TOSCA Selection
VALSE Concert Solo
FLORINDO Carnival
INTERMISSION

RESAURA VENETIAN
L’ADIBIO DUO
LOVE SONG WAGNER
JEWELS INTERMEZZO
IL TROVATORE Trio
TOREADOR FINALE

HOTEL DELMA
CHICAGO

CHICAGO’S FINEST HOSTELRY

ENGRAVERS TITLE

25A 6 Point Engravers Title No. 1 ¾ lb. $1.00
WHEN LOOKING INTO THE FUTURE LET US NOT FAIL
TO TAKE INTO ACCOUNT OUR OWN ABILITY TO TOIL
1234567890

20A 8 Point Engravers Title No. 15 ½ lb. $1.00
HANDSOME NEW STEAMSHIP BIRMINGHAM
IS LATEST ADDITION TO OUR GREAT LINE

16A 6 Point Engravers Title No. 2 ¾ lb. $1.00
STRIVE TO BE UPRIGHT AND HONEST
FORTUNE SURELY WILL BLESS YOU

18A 8 Point Engravers Title No. 3 1½ lb. $1.35
LYCURGUS TO 56 TOWNSPEOPLE

15A 8 Point Engravers Title No. 4 1¼ lb. $1.35
HONOR OF 80 FELLOW MEN

14A 10 Point Engravers Title No. 5 1½ lb. $1.40
DONT TAKE 34 US HOME

12A 10 Point Engravers Title No. 6 1½ lb. $1.40
TELLS US 76 OF LOVE

11A 12 Point Engravers Title No. 7 2 lb. $1.50
HONOR 98 VIRTUE

10A 12 Point Engravers Title No. 8 2 lb. $1.50
MERRY 64 WIVES

9A 14 Point Engravers Title 2½ lb. $1.75
BOSS 5 TENOR

8A 18 Point Engravers Title 3 lb. $2.00
MENS 8 SUIT

7A 24 Point Engravers Title 4 lb. $2.50
TIE 9 PIN

8 Point Nos. 3 and 4, 10 Point Nos. 3 and 6, may be ordered on
12 Point body.

A PLAYLET

PETER GRIM

CAST OF CHARACTERS

PETER GRIM . . MRS. WILLIAMS
THE DOCTOR . . MRS. MARCH
THE BOY . . MASTER WILL
NEW CHARACTERS THE COMPANY

THE ACADEMY OF MUSIC
CHICAGO
JOHN J. REDFERN, PRES'T
A. F. HOPE, TREAS.
M. REDFERN, SECY

REDFERN, HOPE & REDFERN
BANKERS
NO. 567 NORTH MORRISON BOULEVARD

INVESTMENTS
LOANS ON REAL ESTATE
MORTGAGES

CHICAGO.

JOHN J. REDFERN
A. F. HOPE
M. REDFERN

REDFERN, HOPE & REDFERN
BANKERS

INVESTMENTS
LOANS
MORTGAGES

LOANS
INVESTMENTS
MORTGAGES

No. 567 NORTH MORRISON BLVD.
CHICAGO

BANKERS AND BROKERS
REAL ESTATE

OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE
REDFERN, HOPE & REDFERN
567 N. MORRISON BLVD.

CHICAGO
CARLTONS FLOWERS

CATALOGUE NUMBER TWENTY-FOUR

CORNER THIRD STREET AND MARTIN PLACE

FLORIST FOLLIES

CATALOGUE NUMBER TWENTY

1913

BY

HOUSE PLANT CAIRO

CARLTONS FLOWERS

CAN BE ORDERED BY PHONE WITH POSITIVE ASSURANCE THAT FRESH STOCK WILL BE SENT AT REGULAR POPULAR PRICES TO ANY ADDRESS

THIRD STREET AND MARTIN PLACE

PHONES: MAIN 2345 AND 6789
A TRUE STORY 56 OF THE STAGE
RANCHMAN 34 CHARGED
ENEMY 58 CAMPING
HEARS 4 HOMES

8 Point Light Plate Gothic
3 1/4 lbs., $2.05

24 Point Light Plate Gothic
3 1/4 lbs., $2.50

30 Point Light Plate Gothic
5 1/4 lbs., $2.40

36 Point Light Plate Gothic
6 1/4 lbs., $3.00

THE ADVENT OF THE TELEPHONE MARKS AN ERA IN
THE CONQUEST OF NATURE... WHEN MAN CONQUERS
THE SUPERNATURAL, OVERCOMES THE "SUPER" IF YOU
PLEASE, THEN MAN HAS BECOME MASTER... TILL THAT
TIME HE IS BUT A TOY, A PLAYTHING OF THE ELEMENTS

THE AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE COMPANY
NUMBER 2345-B TELEPHONE EXCHANGE NUMBER 6769-B
MDMES SEUTOIR
LADIES GOWNS

IT IS WORTH ANY WOMAN'S TIME AND TROUBLE TO CALL, IF ONLY TO SEE HOW SUCCESSFUL WE HAVE BEEN IN ADAPTING THE STYLES OF THE HIGHEST PRICED MODELS TO OUR MEDIUM PRICED GOWNS. WE CAN OFFER A VERY LARGE VARIETY OF GOOD FABRICS, FAST COLORS AND PATTERNS TO CHOOSE FROM, AND MANY GOOD MODELS.

IMPORTERS DIRECT FROM SHOPPINGTOWN

MR. AND MRS. ARTHUR HAMILTON
REQUEST THE HONOR OF YOUR PRESENCE AT THE MARRIAGE OF THEIR DAUGHTER
MARGUERITE TO
MR. GEORGE M. ROHAN
ON THE EVENING OF THURSDAY, JULY THE TENTH, NINETEEN HUNDRED AND TWELVE, AT HALF PAST SIX O'CLOCK
248 WEST SEVENTY-SECOND STREET, ST. JOSEPH, MICHIGAN

CHRISTMAS DINNER
HOTEL LOMAS
DECEMBER 1912

MERRY CHRISTMAS HAPPY NEW YEAR

MR. AND MRS. G. M. ROHAN
AT HOME 248 WEST 72ND STREET
PLATE
GOTHIC CONDENSED

BUILD YOUR HOUSES 65 UPON A SOLID ROCK

BOWLING LEADER 96 IS DEFEATED

BACK FROM 68 THE FIELDS

HAVE YOU 9 SEEN HIM

WE FOUND OUT WHY WE HAVE LINED UP STRONG
OUR BATTLING AVERAGE 79 GREATLY INCREASED

THE FINEST EXAMPLES FOR SUMMER SUITS
HE CAME EARLY TO 65 MISS THE CROWD

BOXING BILL PASSES THE ASSEMBLY
UP TO GOVERNOR 83 ROUNDS BOUTS

TIME STOPS FOR 98 NONE OF US

FURNISHING 28 YOUNG MEN

PUGILISTS 86 POINTERS

OVERLOOKING THE BEAUTIFUL HUDSON RIVER

EARLY MORNING HEIGHTS

WITH ITS PURE WATER, BRACING AIR AND MANY OTHER SPLENDID
ATTRACTIONS, TEND TO MAKE IT ONE OF THE BEST PLACES FOR A
QUIET REST TO BE FOUND IN THE BEAUTIFUL CATSKILL MOUNTAINS

NEW YORK
THE EDW. N. MANDRON PIANO COMPANY
MAKERS OF THE MANDRON HIGH-GRADE PIANOS
1412 MICHIGAN AVE.
CHICAGO

THE HOME FLOWER GARDEN

CLARKSON, BRACKMAN & EARLING
STOCKS AND BONDS
SUITE 567, PRODUCE NATIONAL BANK BUILDING
WAYCROSS, KANSAS

TELEPHONE AUTOMATIC 543-21
THREE TRUNK LINES
TELEPHONE NO. 2, 200

THE ACTUAL EXPERIENCES OF AN AMATEUR CITY GARDENER

FROM THE BOOK SHOP OF
POINSETTIA & GAILLAND CO
125-245 PRINTING HOUSE SQUARE
BOOFTON-ON-HUDSON, NEW YORK
LINING PLATE GOTHIC

Weights Given are Approximate. Cast on Cap Line.

8A 6 Point Lining Plate Gothic
18A 8 Point Lining Plate Gothic
56B 56 Point Lining Plate Gothic
8B 8 Point Lining Plate Gothic
45B 45 Point Lining Plate Gothic

THIS LETTER 56 HAS NO EQUAL

RESULTS IN 45 NICE WORK

MERITING 8 HONEST

EARN 8 HOMES

AUXILIARIES AT 8Y LT LY & 8 IN ALL POINTS

No. 191

CHICAGO, ILL...

Pay to the order of

Dollars

and charge to our account

The Remington Rubber Co.

Per

8 Point Nos. 5 and 6 and 10 Point No. 7 may be ordered on 12 Point body as 12 Point Nos. 10, 11 and 12 respectively
CHAS. METCALF

HIGHLAND GREEN HOUSE

SOCIETY FLORISTS
CATERERS FOR CLASS
EXCELLENT SERVICE

FUNERAL WREATH
SUITABLE FOR GRAVE
ART FLORAL DESIGNS

CHICAGO

ORTEN JACKSON

REINHEIMER & COMPANY
ANNOUNCE

THE OPENING OF THEIR
ART STORE, WEDNESDAY,
OCTOBER TEN NINETEEN
HUNDRED AND THIRTEEN

246 MAIN STREET MONTCLAIRE

HIGHLAND FLORISTS
49 HIGHLAND AVE.
CHICAGO

CHAS. METCALF ORTEN JACKSON
BOLD PLATE GOTHIC

Weights Given are Approximate. Cast on Cap Line

4 A 6 Point Bold Plate Gothic No. 1 3 lb. $1.00

PRINTING MATERIAL WILL BE FURNISHED ON REASONABLE NOTICE YOUR TYPE IF CAST ON OUR UNIFORM LINING SYSTEM SAVES TIME TO TEST ITS MERITS THOROUGHLY AND WE GUARANTEE SATISFACTION 123456789

24 A 6 Point Bold Plate Gothic No. 2 3½ lb. $1.50

PRINTING IS THE ART OF PRODUCING IMPRESSIONS FROM CHARACTERS ON FIGURES ON PAPER OR ANY OTHER SUBSTANCE THERE ARE 28 SEVERAL DISTINCT BRANCHES

28 A 6 Point Bold Plate Gothic No. 3 3½ lb. $1.50

ANNUAL OUTING AND PICNIC BY OUR EMPLOYEES MANY PRINTERS USE COPPER AND BRASS SPACES HANDSOME ROSE BUSH 92 EXHIBITION AT CHESTER

18 A 6 Point Bold Plate Gothic No. 4 3 lb. $1.00

BEAUTIFUL MOUNTAIN SCENERY IN MEXICO MAHOGANY CABINETS INLAID WITH SILVER THIS BOOK SHOWS OUR 48 HANDSOME TYPE

18 A 8 Point Bold Plate Gothic No. 5 1¼ lb. $1.25

POPULAR RAG TIME MUSIC BOUGHT CHEAP TYPE IS A POOR INVESTMENT CALIFORNIA FRUIT 53 GRAPE FARM

16 A 8 Point Bold Plate Gothic No. 6 1¼ lb. $1.25

AMERICAN BEAUTY EXHIBITION OUR EFFECTIVE 68 TYPE SERIES

16 A 10 Point Bold Plate Gothic No. 7 1¼ lb. $1.40

ADVERTISE YOUR PRINTING NEW IDEAS 25 INVITE MERIT

12 A 12 Point Bold Plate Gothic No. 8 2 lbs. $1.50

PRINTERS 97 PRAISE US

18 A 12 Point Bold Plate Gothic No. 9 2½ lbs. $1.50

ART OF 37 PRINTING

18 A 14 Point Bold Plate Gothic 2½ lbs. $1.75

GREAT 82 SERIES

ELECTRIC 53 WELDED CHASES

5 A 26 Point Bold Plate Gothic 3½ lb. $2.50

NEW AND 42 ATTRACTIVE SUPERIOR 68 IN TYPE INDIAN 8 MINERS AUXILIARIES AT LT LY AY E IN ALL POINTS

Select Your Farm From Enderson Colony

WE HAVE RECENTLY PURCHASED TEN THOUSAND ACRES OF RICH FERTILE LAND FOR THE PURPOSE OF DIVIDING INTO HUNDRED ACRE FARMS AND SELLING THEM TO PEOPLE WHO ARE DESIRous OF RETURNING TO THE SOIL. THESE FARMS ARE LOCATED ON LITTLE BEAR RIVER, IN THE COUNTY OF HENRY, TWO MILES EAST OF LYON. IF INTERESTED, WRITE TODAY

426 CHESTER BUILDING THE ENDERSON COLONY COMPANY BIRMINGHAM, ALA.
SOUTHERN TRUST & SAVINGS BANK
COR. PATXON AND BURLING STREETS

WILSON BROS. COMPANY
COMMERCIAL MOTOR VEHICLES
CHICAGO, IND.

HAS BEEN OBTAINED BY HUNDREDS OF PEOPLE WHO WERE PREVIOUSLY STRANGERS TO THIS BANK. WE WANT TO MAKE EACH ONE FEEL AT HOME HERE AND TO OPEN A NEW SAVINGS ACCOUNT WITH US, OR TO PROVIDE HIS OLD ONE, IF POSSIBLE.

WILSON BROS. COMPANY
MANUFACTURERS AND FARMERS COMMERCIAL MOTOR VEHICLES
CHICAGO, IND.

FRANK H. WISMAN
SURVEYOR AND CIVIL ENGINEER
6527 WEST HAMPTON AVENUE
MAYFAIR, N. H.

OUR CALENDAR FOR 1923
ESTABLISHED 1867
Engravers Old Black
Weights Given are Approximate. Cast by Uniform Line.

17 A 50a  6 Point Engravers Old Black  15% lbs., $2.00

Venus Point is a Delightful Village and Resort SituatedMidway Between Bemus Point at the Head and Jamestown at the Foot of Lake
Chautauqua. It is by Many People Considered the Best Real Estate
1235458769

16 A 45a  10 Point Engravers Old Black  5 lbs., $2.50

Forming the Western Boundary to Bemus Bay Below the Lake Turns Abruptly to the Northeast Forming the Point 45 Narrowest Place in Lake

14 A 37a  12 Point Engravers Old Black  3% lbs., $2.75

The Broad Bay of Venus with its Bung Aquatic Life Lying in Front Awaits a Long Point a Lonely Wooded Headland Extending Well Out 25 Into the Beautiful Lake

11 A 36a  14 Point Engravers Old Black  4% lbs., $3.00

Back of the Village Great Bounding 34 Hills Woods and Meadows

7 A 35a  15 Point Engravers Old Black  4% lbs., $3.25

March is the Logical Time 83 Buy House Furnishings

5 A 35a  24 Point Engravers Old Black  5% lbs., $3.50

Overcoats and Suits 74 For Men of all Shapes

4 A 36a  30 Point Engravers Old Black  6% lbs., $4.25

Rehearing Asked 28 For Our Client

4 A 36a  36 Point Engravers Old Black  5% lbs., $5.00

State Power 45 Now Granted

5 A 7a  48 Point Engravers Old Black  12% lbs., $7.50

Show Your 9 Wisdom

5 A 4a  60 Point Engravers Old Black

19% lbs., $9.20

The Vacation Spent at Lake Meadowland will always be Remembered

The New Era 2 Democrat News
When a Printer or Publisher reviews this Specimen Book he is quickly impressed by the practical display of the different type faces. Superior Copper-Mixed Type is as near perfection as the highest skill in combination with the most perfect materials and applications can make it. All fonts are correctly proportioned; the faces are deeply cut; the lining system is the best ever devised, and for durability our type is unsurpassed. In designing this Specimen Book, we tried to get an appropriate and artistic design for nearly every purpose for which printing is used, and careful perusal of this book will convince you that our type comes up to all claims.
Plate Text No. 4

Weights Given are Approximate. Exact on Text Line.

A. 51
8 Point Plate Text No. 4 1/4 lbs. $2.25
Now is the Winter of our Discontent made a Glorious Summer by this Son of York and all the Couds which lowered upon our House in the

1234567699

A. 47
16 Point Plate Text No. 4 3/4 lbs. $2.50
Shakespeare tells us Seven Ages Constitute the Life of Man.
If we reckon up from earliest 23 Childhood till He Ends this

14 A. 46
12 Point Plate Text No. 4 3/4 lbs. $2.75
Mortal Span first well find him as an Infant lolling
On Mothers lap Swaddled 45 in long Carruits

14 A. 35
14 Point Plate Text No. 4 4 lbs. $3.00
Howling hugely for his pyg then a Knickerbocker'd
Archin Frosty Nosed 67 Down at Heel always

14 A. 39
16 Point Plate Text No. 4 4 1/4 lbs. $3.00
Needy always seedy always ready for a Meal
Worst of Scholars 89 wearing Collars of an

9 A. 17
18 Point Plate Text No. 4 5 lbs. $3.25
Awful Shape and size reader for Right
Then lessons proud 34 carry two Black

6 A. 16
24 Point Plate Text No. 4 8 lbs. $3.50
Eyes with a Slouch like This to
School Goes 56 with Stocking

5 A. 15
30 Point Plate Text No. 4 6 1/2 lbs. $4.00
Down and 89 Peeping Toes

4 A. 11
36 Point Plate Text No. 4 7 lbs. $4.25
Sometimes 34 He Will

From the North

A X Institution for the uplift of Art must
appeal to all mankind as being worthy
of their support, and to
obtain for us this support we would
suggest the propriety of studying the many
necessities of Artists.
Old Masters as we are
the new juvenile who
has recently broken in
upon us demonstrates
we are fitted for the
Grand Hall of Fame. 
Famous Old Painters
Henry L. Edwards, President
Honore Peabody, Secretary
John H. Dudley, Treasurer

The Northern Financial Trust
Bond Brokers
Chicago

Railroad Bonds
Steamship Bonds

Surface Lines and
Other Securities

X. L. Smith, Manager
Frank Hart, Agent

Established 1832

Chicago Casualty Company
Insurance

City Office
Temple Court Building
Chicago, Ill.
STATIONERS PLATE

PULL MARY A GEM OF HONESTY DAY SEE THE FAINT MILLION
CAVES OF OCEAN SHEEN AND MARY A FLOWER HAS BEEN TO BLOOM AND

6 Point Stationers Plate No. 1 ¼ lb. $1.00

BLOOM AND BLOOM UNTO AND WASTE ITS SWEETNESS ON THE
AIR ACCORDING TO DREAMS 67 OF 72 AGREE HE IS CORRECT

6 Point Stationers Plate No. 2 ¼ lb. $1.50

THE LONG PROMISED LIGHT AND BROW WHOSE BEAMING WAS TO COME
PORTH ALL CONQUERING AND ALL 34 REDEEMING BUT THE FEATURES

6 Point Stationers Plate No. 5 ½ lb. $1.00

HORRIBLE THAN WERE EVER TRACED ON ITS OWN BROOD
NO CHURCH YARD GHOL 34 NO DEMON OF THE WASTES

8 Point Stationers Plate No. 6 1½ lbs. $1.25

CAUGHT LINGERING IN THE LIGHT OF A BLESSED
SUN EVER BLASTED 23 THE HUMAN SIGHT WITH

8 Point Stationers Plate No. 7 1½ lbs. $1.25

LINEAMENTS FIERCE AND FOUL AS THOSE
HIDEOUS MONSTER 23 GRINNING MOCKERY

8 Point Stationers Plate No. 8 1½ lbs. $1.40

27 A 6 Point Stationers Plate No. 3 ¼ lb. $1.00

DREADFUL IT WAS TO SEE THE STONY LOOK OF HORROR
AND DESPAIR WHICH THOSE 67 EXCIPING VICTIMS CAST

21 A 6 Point Stationers Plate No. 4 ¼ lb. $1.00

UPON THAT FIEND WHOSE VEIL NOW RAISED SHOWS
THEM AS IN DEATHS AGONY 56 THEY GAZED NOT

16 A 12 Point Stationers Plate No. 9 2 lbs. $1.50

LALLAH ROOKH THE VEILED PROPHET
ON WORDS MOST 56 BEAUTIFUL PLAY

12 A 12 Point Stationers Plate No. 10 2 lbs. $1.50

MOORE LYTON BYRON SHELLEY
WHAT NAMES 45 IN LITERATURE

14 A 14 Point Stationers Plate 2½ lbs. $1.75

DIE STAMPED 34 EFFECTS

8 A 18 Point Stationers Plate 3½ lbs. $2.00

DELICATE 3 LETTERING

NEW YORK CITY LINES

No. 6789 East Fifty-Fifth Street
Works: Fall River, Mass.

AUTOMOBILE MANUFACTURERS
GENERAL SUPPLIES

NEW YORK CITY

HARRIS HYDE BARTON
REPRESENTING THE NEW YORK CITY LINES OF NEW YORK
THE METROPOLITAN TERMINAL COMPANY
Office 566 Merchants Building
Chicago

TELEPHONE BELL 5678
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Lining Bank Script
Weights Given are Approximate - Cut on Test Line.

6 A 25 a
14 Point Lining Bank Script 3 1/4 lbs., $3.75

Whoever controls the volume of water of any country is the sole absolute owner of all industry and commerce.

6 A 14 a
18 Point Lining Bank Script 4 1/2 lbs., $4.50

President White of the University Bank says: "Every cent in 34 Bank handled"

4 A 11 a
24 Point Lining Bank Script 5 1/4 lbs., $5.00

One Hundred and Eight Times Figure their 78 Net Earnings

3 A 7 a
36 Point Lining Bank Script 7 1/4 lbs., $6.50

Fourth National Bank
Principal Depository

3 A 5 a
48 Point Lining Bank Script 10 1/4 lbs., $7.50

National 23 Bank

The Officers and Directors of The Review Bank take pleasure in announcing that the Bank will open for business Thursday, December 24, 1913
Fullerton Avenue Drive
Omaha

According to usual recepti...

The Review Bank
Omaha, Neb.
Lining Plate Script
Weights given are approximate. Cast on Text Line.

10 A 29a 14 Point Lining Plate Script 37½ lbs. $3.75
Thanking you in advance for any favors shown us Orders given our Special Representative during his regular Annual visit to your City
12/33/187890

8 A 23a 18 Point Lining Plate Script 47½ lbs. $4.50
We take pleasure announcing the formal opening of a handsome new store 30 Peith Central Parkway

6 A 14a 24 Point Lining Plate Script 57½ lbs. $5.00
The Fourteenth Annual Commencement of the Howard 89 Schools of Aviation

5 A 13a 36 Point Lining Plate Script 7½ lbs. $6.50
This is to certify that by virtue of certain Trust 78 Deed is made

4 A 9a 48 Point Lining Plate Script 9½ lbs. $7.50
Northeastern Security Co
Bonding 23 Indemnities

Mr. and Mrs. Brad Loomis
announce the marriage of their daughter
Sarah Elizabeth

6 A 14a

Mr. Silas Ruben Brower
Saturday afternoon, December the ninth
nineteen hundred and thirteen
Church of the Messiah
Hollywood, N. J.

Commencement Exercises
Chicago School of Expression
Friday evening, June the twentieth

Present this card  Liberal Arts Hall
Wedding Plate

Weights Given are Approximate. Cost on Text Line

9 A 35a
14 Point Wedding Plate
5½ lbs. $3.75

Marriam and Bowells announce the Opening of their Beautiful Line of Imported and Domestic Fabrics for Spring and Summer Nineteen-Thirteen
12345678910

8 A 22a
16 Point Wedding Plate
4½ lbs. $4.50

Sale of Specially Priced Beautiful Embroidered Robes, Trimings, Waist Patterns 85 and Laces on Sale Now

5 A 18a
24 Point Wedding Plate No. 1
5½ lbs. $5.00

Surf Bathing in California During Winter Mexicanized Winter 46 Sport and Health

5 A 14a
24 Point Wedding Plate No. 2
5¼ lbs. $5.10

Old French Quarter with its Buildings Spanish Courtyards 89 With Flowers

3 A 12a
30 Point Wedding Plate
6½ lbs. $5.50

Lighthouse Point is one of Lake Magnificent 93 Scenic Points

3 A 10a
56 Point Wedding Plate
7½ lbs. $6.50

Our Enthusiastic Approval Placed on 52 Small Hats

Mrs. Elizabeth Blessing requests the honor of your presence at the marriage reception of her daughter

Helen Rita

and

Mr. William Oliver Cowens

Thursday evening, September twenty-fifth
nineteen hundred and thirteen

763 Kings Highway
Newport

Eight till eleven o'clock

William O. Cowens

97 Eaton Avenue
French Plate
Weights Given are Approximate. Cost on Text Line.

10 A 40 a. 34 Point French Plate 3⁄4 lbs., $3.25
Wedding Stationery for the Appropriate Most Poise Elegance Dignified Sublime Refined Elegance not Accessory Elaborate but Distinctive Style
1234567890

9 A 28 a. 18 Point French Plate 4 lbs., $4.50
Beautifully Designed Letter for Wedding Stationery Has That Aesthetic 54 Character so Significant

7 A 24 a. 24 Point French Plate No. 1 5 lbs., $5.00
Beautifully Engraved Fine Stationery Effects Combining Elegance 26 in Letter Perfection

6 A 18 a. 24 Point French Plate No. 2 5 lbs., $5.00
Society Demands an Exquisite Mode Very Quiet Rich 23 Lasting Grace

5 A 15 a. 30 Point French Plate 6 lbs., $5.50
Artistic Wedding 54 Invitations

4 A 12 a. 36 Point French Plate 8 lbs., $6.65
Fashionable 25 Reception

Mr. and Mrs. Homer Towne
request your presence at the marriage of their daughter
Helene Homer

Mr. Walter F. Thomas

at six-thirty o'clock on Thursday evening, December twelfth, nineteen hundred thirteen
Cathedral

Mrs. Walter F. Thomas

567 Panic Avenue
St. Louis
MODERN BORDERS

ON THE FOLLOWING TWELVE PAGES WE ARE SHOWING OUR MODERN BORDERS. INCLUDING RECENT ADDITIONS TO OUR EXTENSIVE LIST OF BORDERS AND ALSO THE BEST OF OUR OLD BORDERS MODERNIZED BY THE INTRODUCTION OF LONG PIECES AND MORTISED CORNERS
## MODERN BORDERS

**6 POINT BORDERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. 605</th>
<th>No. 606</th>
<th>No. 607</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Border Pattern" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Border Pattern" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Border Pattern" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. 610</th>
<th>No. 611</th>
<th>No. 612</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Border Pattern" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Border Pattern" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Border Pattern" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. 694</th>
<th>No. 613</th>
<th>No. 614</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Border Pattern" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Border Pattern" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Border Pattern" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. 615</th>
<th>No. 616</th>
<th>No. 617</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Border Pattern" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Border Pattern" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Border Pattern" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. 684</th>
<th>No. 685</th>
<th>No. 687</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Border Pattern" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Border Pattern" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Border Pattern" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Five Feet, $1.50*
MODERN BORDERS

30 POINT BORDERS, Two Feet, $1.35

No. 3001

No. 3003

No. 3002

No. 3004

36 POINT BORDERS, Two Feet, $1.65

No. 3615

No. 3616

No. 3614

No. 3646

No. 3629

No. 3638

No. 3632

No. 3636
COMBINATION BORDER NO. 130


PRICE PER FONT, $2.00

The figures before the hyphen denote number of the character, the following figures the number of characters contained in font.

COMBINATION BORDER NO. 131


PRICE PER FONT, $1.00

The figures before the hyphen denote number of the character, the following figures the number of characters contained in font.

CORNERS NO. 132

CAN BE USED WITH COMBINATION
BORDERS NO. 130 AND 131

MORTISED

796-25c

MORTISED

732-25c

732-25c

732-25c

732-25c

732-25c

732-25c

FONT CONTAINING TWO OF EACH CHARACTER, 75c

COMBINATION BORDER NO. 140

121-4 122-4 123-4 124-4 125-4 126-4 127-4 128-4 129-4 130-4 131-4 132-4 133-4 134-4 135-4 136-4 137-4

PRICE PER FONT, $2.15

The figures before the hyphen denote number of the character, the following figures the number of characters contained in font.

COMBINATION BORDER NO. 141

241-12 242-0 243-0 244-0 245-0 246-0 247-0 248-0 249-0 250-0 251-0 252-0 253-0 254-0 255-0 256-0 257-0

PRICE PER FONT, $1.60

The figures before the hyphen denote number of the character, the following figures the number of characters contained in font.

CORNERS NO. 142

WORK WITH COMBINATION
BORDERS NO. 140 AND 141

MORTISED

668-25c

668-25c

668-25c

668-25c

668-25c

668-25c

FONT CONTAINING TWO OF EACH CHARACTER, $1.00
COMBINATION BORDER NO. 116

PRICE PER FONT $2.15

The figures before the hyphen denote number of the character, the following figure the number of characters contained in font.

ORNAMENTS NO. 118

Can be used with Combination Borders Nos. 116 and 117

PRICE PER FONT $2.00

The figures before the hyphen denote number of the character, the following figure the number of characters contained in font.

COMBINATION BORDER NO. 117

PRICE PER FONT $2.25

The figures before the hyphen denote number of the character, the following figure the number of characters contained in font.

VERONESE ORNAMENTS

PRICE PER FONT $2.00

The figures before the hyphen denote number of the character, the following figure the number of characters contained in font.

VERONESE OUTLINE ORNAMENTS

PRICE PER FONT $2.00

The figures before the hyphen denote number of the character, the following figure the number of characters contained in font.

Veronese and Veronese Outline Ornaments register for color work.
CHRISTMAS ORNAMENTS

HOLLY BORDER NO. 30

Price per font: One Color, $1.75; Two Colors, $3.00;
Three Colors, $5.00
In ordering state colors wanted. The figures before the hyphen denote number
of character, the following figure the number of characters contained in the font.

HOLLY BORDER NO. 40

Price per Font: One Color, $1.25; Two
colors, $3.50; Three Colors, $5.00
In ordering state colors wanted. The figures before the hyphen denote number
of character, the following figure the number of characters contained in the font.

SPECIAL HOLLY CHARACTERS

In ordering state colors wanted. The figures above each character denote the number of character
The figures below denote the price for one, two and three colors.
HOLLY BORDERS

36 Point No. 3603, one color, 2 feet, $1.65

12 Point No. 1206, one color, 4½ feet, $1.50

18 Point No. 1807, one color, 3 feet, $1.80

24 Point, No. 2407, one color, 3 feet, $1.65

36 Point No. 3604, two colors, 12 inches, $1.65

12 Point, No. 1206, two colors, 2½ feet, $1.50

18 Point, No. 1808, two colors, 18 inches, $1.30

24 Point, No. 2408, two colors, 18 inches, $1.65

18 Point Border No. 1823, 18 inches; one color, $1.00; two colors, $2.00; three colors, $3.00

36 Point Border No. 3644, two feet, one color, $1.65; two colors, $3.00; three colors, $4.50

18 Point Border No. 1824, 18 inches; one color, $1.00; two colors, $2.00; three colors, $3.00
The Soul of Sweet Childish Thought is Santa Claus on This Day

December 25th 1915

The Hull House Christmas Tree

Christmas Chimes

The Bells

On Christmas morn, sweet chiming bell
In soft acclaim a story tell.
Peal soft, peal low, yes gladly ring,
In Bethlehem is born a king.

Hail, Prince of Peace, hail once again,
Of every hand, to every man,
Proclaim the message, hosannas sing,
In Bethlehem is born a king.

Cathedral Bells and Chimes of Normandy

The Chesterton

Menu

Green Turtle Soup
Celery
Baked Whitefish

Brown Potatoes
Cucumber Salad

Prime Roast Beef
Gren Polo
Sweet Corn
Roast Turkey
Oyster Dressing
Cranberry Sauce

Banana Pudding

English Plum Pudding, Brandy Sauce

Mince Pie

Assorted Cake
Cheese

Fruit Nuts

Raspberry Sherbet

Madeira Champagne Wine

Cafe Mocha Cigars

NE Columbia Record Machine
The High Standard of Quality

The Richest Tone The Columbia The Parent Sound
The Finest Finish The Columbia The Most Volume

The Chesterton House
Thursday, December Twenty-fifth
Nineteen Hundred Thirty-three
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AD-ARROWS

AD-ARROWS NO. 1
Price per foot, $1.00
Labor-saving foot 2½ feet of matching metal rule, 75c:
128-4 1210-4 1211-4 81-6 62-6 63-6 64-8 65-8 66-8 67-8 68-8 1212-4 1213-4 1214-4 1215-4

AD-ARROWS NO. 2
Price per foot, $1.00
Labor-saving foot 2½ feet of matching metal rule, 75c:
128-4 1210-4 1211-4 81-6 62-6 63-6 64-8 65-8 66-8 67-8 68-8 1212-4 1213-4 1214-4 1215-4

AD-ARROWS NO. 3
Price per foot, $1.50
Labor-saving feet of matching metal rule, $1.00:
243-2 244-2 241-2 243-2 245-2 246-2 247-2

The figures before the hyphen denote the number of the character; the following figures denote the number of characters contained in each foot.

SPECIAL CHARACTERS

1018 3816 6416
10c 15c 20c
MODERN ORNAMENTS

Cast from Superior Copper-Mixed Metal
POINSETTIA BORDER NO. 4

Price per font in two colors. $2.00

The figures before the hyphen denote the number of characters contained in font.
Figures in parenthesis show size of body.

POINSETTIA BORDER NO. 5

Price per font in two colors. $3.25

The figures before the hyphen denote the number of character.
Figures in parenthesis show size of body.

POINSETTIA BORDER NO. 6

Price per font in two colors. $6.00

The figures before the hyphen denote the number of characters contained in font.
Figures in parenthesis show size of body.
Number of character cast on each type: especially desirable in composing any color work.

POINSETTIA ORNAMENTS

Prizes given are for two colors. Figures in parenthesis show size of body.
THE MAN WHO LAUGHS

OR BY ORDER OF THE KING

MERRILLI AND MERRILLI
PRINTERS AND PUBLISHERS
LITERATURE PROMOTERS
AT THE SIGN OF THE Poinsettia

MERRILLI & MERRILLI CO.
PRINTERS :: PUBLISHERS
LITERARY PROMOTERS
At the Sign of the Poinsettia
The Quality of Literature, not Always the Quantity

HUGO
INDEPENDENCE BORDERS

FOURTH ANNUAL
FIRE-CRACKER
CATALOGUE
FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC MANUFACTURER

SUMMER AND FALL
1913

IMPORTERS, JOBBERS AND MANUFACTURERS
RAINE'S PYROTECHNICAL CO.
CHICAGO NEW YORK LONDON PARIS

CHARACTERS IN FONT

6 Point No. 696, 2 Feet, $1.50

12 Point No. 1250, 4½ Feet, $1.50

24 Point No. 2442, 3 Feet, $1.65
INDEPENDENCE ORNAMENTS

GRAND CELEBRATION
AND BARBECUE

JULY 4, 1913

Will be appropriately celebrated
by the citizens of this vicinity at
Libertyville

See the Great
Civic Parade in
the Morning

Horse and Mule
Driving and
Racing Contests

Band and Vocal
Concerts

Old Fashioned
Tug-o-War

Base Ball Game
Morning and
Afternoon

See the Funny
Sack, Egg and
Potato Races

HON. E. A. HAYS
Orator of the Day

ROYCROFTS VS. ARTISANS
Ball Game in the Morning

YANNIGANS VS. HERCULES
Ball Game at 2:30 P.M.

HON. E. A. HAYS
Romana's Band
In hourly concerts

GRAND DISPLAY OF FIRE-WORKS IN THE EVENING

165
ANNUAL DANCE

OF

The Chester Giant
Base Ball Club

AT THEIR CLUB ROOM
SATURDAY, APRIL 4, 1911
GRAND MARCH AT 9:30 P.M.

1. WALTZ
2. TWO-STEP
3. QUADRILLE
4. WALTZ
5. TWO-STEP
6. LANCIERS
7. WALTZ
INTERMISSION
8. TWO-STEP
9. QUADRILLE
10. VIRGINIA REEL
11. WALTZ
12. SCHOTTISCHE
13. TWO-STEP
HOME, SWEET HOME

A STORY OF THE
NATIONAL GAME

BEING AN INTERESTINGLY WRITTEN
HISTORY OF BASE BALL
and ITS FAMOUS PLAYERS

Printed and Published for the Author by THE AMERICAN GAMES AND PASTIMES LIBRARY PRESS, Springfield, Wis.

BASEBALL

Another Notable addition to Barnhart's Popular Cut Series of American Games

A Series That will be Found Useful in Every town where the National Game is at all popular
LET THE JOY BE UNCONFINED

VALENTINE MASK BALL
THE ST. VALENTINE'S DAY CELEBRATION

MAIDS WHO IN THE MIRROR
GLANCE WITH CANDLES IN
THEIR HANDS WILL SURELY
SEE THE FACE OF HIM WHO
GIVES TO THEM HIS LANDS

HARDINGE HALL, MORRISON LODGE
BOSWELL MANOR, NEAR BRIGHTON

COLONIAL MEMORIES
WASHINGTONIAN LIFE AND WORK
AUTOBIOGRAPHY

AT WASHINGTONIAN TEMPLE OF FAME
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY TWENTY-SECOND
NINETEEN HUNDRED AND FOURTEEN

CHILDREN'S COLONIAL TALES
THE LITTLE HATCHET
AND THE CHOPPING OF THE CHERRY TREE

PUBLISHED BY HARMON
PUBLISHING COMPANIES
ART PRINTING WORKS OF
BOSTON. ILLUSTRATED
BY THE MOST APPROVED
COLOR TYPE PROCESSES

SOLD FOR THE PURPOSE OF MORAL
INFLUENCE AND HUMAN PROGRESS
Christmas Ornaments No. 2

Font Containing One Type Each, $1.50

Christmas Toys

Font Containing One Type Each, $1.50

The Sleighbell of Symphony

By

James Ross Bryter

The Author of "The Country Fireside" and Other Christmas Stories

Font No. 10879 75c
# INDEX TO SPECIMEN PAGES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BODY TYPE</th>
<th>JOB TYPE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gothic Compressed Title No. 8</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gothic No. 117, Lining</td>
<td>106, 107, 108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light Plate Gothic</td>
<td>122, 123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light Plate Gothic Condensed</td>
<td>120, 121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lining Bank Script</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lining Chancery</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lining DeVinne</td>
<td>54, 55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lining Engravers Roman</td>
<td>116, 117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lining Gothic No. 117</td>
<td>106, 107, 108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lining Plate Gothic</td>
<td>126, 127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lining Plate Script</td>
<td>136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modern Gothic</td>
<td>100, 101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modern Gothic Condensed</td>
<td>100, 101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modern Gothic Italic</td>
<td>94, 95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modern Gothic Title</td>
<td>102, 103, 104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitor No. 5</td>
<td>82, 83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Old Roman Black</td>
<td>68, 69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Old Roman Black Condensed</td>
<td>64, 65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Old Roman Bold</td>
<td>66, 67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Old Roman Bold Condensed</td>
<td>64, 65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Old Roman Condensed</td>
<td>62, 63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Old Roman Semitone</td>
<td>72, 73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Old Style No. 88</td>
<td>38, 39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Old Style Italic No. 159</td>
<td>40, 41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paragon</td>
<td>32, 33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paragon Italic</td>
<td>34, 35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pastel</td>
<td>88, 89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pastel Bold</td>
<td>92, 93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pastel Condensed</td>
<td>90, 91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plate Gothic</td>
<td>126, 127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plate Gothic Bold</td>
<td>128, 129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plate Gothic Condensed</td>
<td>124, 125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plate Script, Lining</td>
<td>136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plate Text No. 4.</td>
<td>132, 133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stationers Plate</td>
<td>134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic No. 5</td>
<td>110, 111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wedding Plate</td>
<td>137</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ITALICS**

| Adstyle Italic            | 82, 83                  |
| Authors Old Style Italic  | 44, 45                  |
| Authors Roman Italic      | 26, 27                  |
| Barnhart Old Style Italic | 48, 49                  |
| Caslon Old Roman Italic No. 100 | 60, 61              |
| Modern Gothic Italic      | 94, 95                  |
| Old Roman Black Condensed | 64, 65                  |
| Old Style Italic No. 159  | 40, 41                  |
| Paragon Italic            | 34, 35                  |
| Authors Roman Bold        | 30, 31                  |
| Authors Roman Wide        | 26, 27                  |
| Bank Script, Lining       | 135                     |
| Barnhart Old Style Italic | 46, 47                  |
| Bold Plate Gothic         | 128, 129                |
| Calson Old Roman          | 58, 59                  |
| Catalog Old Style         | 50, 51                  |
| Chamfer, Lining           | 109                     |
| DeVinne Compressed        | 56, 57                  |
| DeVinne, Lining           | 54, 55                  |
| Engravers Old Black       | 130, 131                |
| Engravers Roman Condensed | 112, 113                |
| Engravers Roman, Lining   | 116, 117                |
| Engravers Title Condensed | 114, 115                |
| Franklin Roman            | 36, 37                  |
| French Plate              | 138                     |
| Gothic Compressed Title No. 8 | 105                     |
| Gothic No. 117, Lining    | 106, 107, 108           |
| Light Plate Gothic        | 122, 123                |
| Light Plate Gothic Condensed | 120, 121              |
| Lining Bank Script        | 135                     |
| Lining Chancery           | 109                     |
| Lining DeVinne            | 54, 55                  |
| Lining Engravers Roman    | 116, 117                |
| Lining Gothic No. 117     | 106, 107, 108           |
| Lining Plate Gothic       | 126, 127                |
| Lining Plate Script       | 136                     |
| Modern Gothic             | 100, 101                |
| Modern Gothic Condensed   | 100, 101                |
| Modern Gothic Italic      | 94, 95                  |
| Modern Gothic Title       | 102, 103, 104           |
| Monitor No. 5             | 82, 83                  |
| Old Roman Black           | 68, 69                  |
| Old Roman Black Condensed | 64, 65                  |
| Old Roman Bold            | 66, 67                  |
| Old Roman Bold Condensed  | 64, 65                  |
| Old Roman Condensed       | 62, 63                  |
| Old Roman Semitone        | 72, 73                  |
| Old Style No. 88          | 38, 39                  |
| Old Style Italic No. 159  | 40, 41                  |
| Paragon                   | 32, 33                  |
| Paragon Italic            | 34, 35                  |
| Pastel                    | 88, 89                  |
| Pastel Bold               | 92, 93                  |
| Pastel Condensed          | 90, 91                  |
| Plate Gothic              | 126, 127                |
| Plate Gothic Bold         | 128, 129                |
| Plate Gothic Condensed    | 124, 125                |
| Plate Script, Lining      | 136                     |
| Plate Text No. 4.         | 132, 133                |
| Stationers Plate          | 134                     |
| Topic No. 5               | 110, 111                |
| Wedding Plate             | 137                     |

**BORDERS**

| 6 Point                   | 140, 141                |
| 12 Point                  | 142, 143, 144           |
| 18 Point                  | 145, 146, 147           |
| 24 Point                  | 148, 149                |
| 30 Point                  | 150                     |
| 48 Point                  | 151                     |
| 72 Point                  | 151                     |
| 96 Point                  | 151                     |
| Holly                     | 158, 159, 160           |
| Independence              | 164                     |
| Metal Rule                | 151                     |
| Poinsettia                | 160, 161                |

**ORNAMENTS**

| Air Crafts                | 171                     |
| Baseball Players          | 166, 167                |
| Calendars                 | 162                     |
| Christmas No. 2           | 170                     |
| Christmas Toys            | 170                     |
| Combination—Nos. 130, 131, 132, 140 | 141, 142 |
| Combination—Nos. 116, 117, 118 | 153                     |
| Holly                     | 155, 156, 157           |
| Independence              | 165                     |
| Initials                  | 163                     |
| Mazarin                   | 154                     |
| Modern                    | 159                     |
| Poinsettia                | 160, 161                |
| Telephones                | 158                     |
| Valentines                | 162, 169                |
| Veronesse                 | 153                     |
| Washington                | 168, 169                |